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By ROBERT PARRY
In one paragraph in the hastily
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- With a few drafted House Republican budget probrief paragraphs, Congress is moving posal, some of the major liberal victo unwrite some of the biggest social tories of the last decade are wiped out.
"The following provisions of law
legislation of the 1970s, replacing it
with blocks of money that the states hereby are repealed," starts the
will have broad freedom deciding how paragraph.
The victims include "Title XX of the
to spend.
The block grant proposals- part of Social Security Act," a $3.1 billion
President Reagan's budget-cutting package-of federal programs designpackage - would affect programs ed to help the nation's poor, elderly,
ranging from day care to foster care, handicapped, battered wives and
from homemaker services for the old abused children.
Title XX, enacted in 1975, provides
and handicapped to protective services for abused children and bat- money to states for day care, job
counseling, transportation
to
tered wives.
The block grants would give states hospitals, foster care, vocational
control over whether to spend money rehabilitation and protection of
on maternal and child health pro- children and abused adults. Last
grams, water fluoridation, rat control year, the program aided an estimated
and aid to communities facing court- 11rnillion people.
The House bill also would repeal
ordered desegregation.
Reagan has described the block child abuse laws passed in 1974 and
grant approach as "an intermediate 1978 and major sections of the 1974
step" toward turning back to the Community Services Act.
Republicans estimate that those
states the authority over social programs and the tax revenues to pay for targeted programs would have cost a
total of $3.7 billion next year.
them.
, However, Congress is Dot yet ready_ In their place, the House would sipto go as far as the president would prove $3.1 billion -aboute 16 percent
cut. The money would be divided
like.
While Reagan proposed block among the states, which then could
grants for nearly all health and educa- decide whether to continue appropriation programs, the House and the tions for the various social programs.
The bill authorizes states to spend
Senate kept many as "categorical"
programs,.meaning that Washington their allotment on "social services to
can still tell the states how to spend individuals and families, particularly
those most in need," but sets few rethe money.
Despite such victories, Reagan quirements.
Critics note that no cap is placed on
critics contend the block grants
heading for congressional passage "administrative costs," raising fears
would devastate an array of impor- that state governments might use
their grants to pay state salaries and
tant social service programs.
They say the Reagan approach thereby free state money for other
would touch off a scramble for the purposes.
States also would conduct their own
money and tempt states to divert
funds intended for the "truly needy" audits on how the federal money is
to other state needs, such as state tax spent.
"For an administration that talks
cuts and roadbuilding.
about
-(curbing) waste, fraud and
"The administration is in the process of dismantling all the re- abuse, this is a blank check," Carr
quirements that federal money go to said.
The National Governors' Associapeople who are truly needy instead of
those that have political clout," said tion, which supports block grants,
John Carr, spokesman for the Ad Hoc contends that the reporting reCoalition on Block Grants, a group quirements in the House bill might be
representing labor, liberal and too stringent.
The bill states that a governor must
ateligious organizations.
Carr argued that block grants could • "prepare a public report on the inuse of the funds" and establish
wreak political havoc- In -state--tended
-legislatures, with one needy group pit- a system of public review.
ted against another in a battle for a
reduced pot of federal money.
Conservatives, however, welcome
the block grant approach, saying it
would "defund the left" and reduce
the clout of liberal special interest
groups in Washington.
More than 40 Apache, Commanche
"Block grants will require the
and Kiowa dancers will perform in
special interest groups to work in 50
spectacular ceremonial dress at the
locations to affect policy changes inKentucky Lake Indian Pow-Wow on
stead of in Washington, D.t, alone,"
July 11 & 12. Each of four two-hour
declared a coalition of 80 conservative
performances will include Blackfoot,
organizations, including'the Moral
Scalp, Snake, Buffalo, War, Hoop,
Majority and Conservative Caucus.
Horse Stealing, Shield, Shawl, Hat,
"This
. change will substantially
Friendship, Harvest ,and Round
reduce the power of these special inF
terest groups that has built up over Dances.
,
red will be- Wi-Chi-Wa-Jathe past 50 years."
The block grant approach is con- Teki, world champion indian war
tained in both the House and Senate dancer for the past seven years. The
versions of Reagan's budget-cutting top five indian singers in Oklahoma
plan. The House and Senate passed will also perform.
separate bills last month and a conAlfred Chalepah, Sr., leader of the
ference committee now must iron out group and former
chief of the
the differences.
Oklahoma Apache, has been dancing
But since both bills contain similar since 1916 at the Wa,o
Centennial in
approaches to block grants, the con- Waco, Texas. Mrs.
Chalepah is pure
cept is virtually certain to be included Kiowa, and one of the few
remaining
in any legislation that wins final con- descendants of the great
Santana,
gressional approval, expected in who ruled the tribe
during the 1800's.
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Regents Win
Major Battle

FIREWORKS SPECTACULAR - This unusual nighttime effect was
created by the Fourth of July fireworks display at the MurrayCalloway County Park. Thunderstorms, which had been predicted
Saturday by weather forecasters, began about an hour after the
display had ended.The holiday display is an annual park event. -

County Board Okays
Paving Bid Today
A low bid of $107,978 by the Murray
An alternate bid of $14,939 for sealPaving Company to pave areas at the 'ng the three areas, also by Murray
three elementary schools was acwas approved.
cepted this morning ih a special
The board delayed action on bids for
meeting of the Calloway County covered walkways and widening of
School Board.
sidewalks at the elementary schools. ,
According to • Dr. Jack Rose,
Rose said he expected the board to
superintendent, the bid is for -paving take some kind of action at the
all unpaved areas" at the schools and regular July meeting, set for Tuesreworking some existing pavement.
day, July 14.

Gas Price Decontrol Could Up
Homeowner's Bill 54 Percent
WASHINGTON (AP)- Removing
Full decontrol of the country's seprice controls on natural gas in 1982, cond most popular fuel in 1982 is one
three years ahead of schedule, could option being studied by the adcost consumers up to $127 billion and ministration, and while the Energy
raise the average homeowner's bill as Department report made -no recommuch as 54 percent, an Energy mendation, it said President Reagan
Department analysis says., ,
"should act soon" if he decides to seek
. .
But the report argues that the the change.
benefits would be substantial.
The study, ordered by Energy
Secretary James Edwards several
months ago, is expected to play a key
role in the administration's debate on
natural gas prices. It has not been
released, but a draft copy was obtained by The Associated Press.
Under a 1978 law, natural gas prices
The event,in its third year,-will take
place at the Two Warriors Arena on are gradually being raised until conHighway 641 just south of Kentucky trols on most gas are totally lifted on
Dam at ailbertsville. Afternoon per- Jan. 1, 1985. Edwards has said the adformances on both Saturday and Sun- ministration is committed to speeding
day begin at 2:00 p.m., with evening up that timetable and is studying
performances beginning at 8 p9n. Ad- ways to do it.
The DOE report estimated that
mission is $3.75 for adults and $2.00 for
homeowners'
natural gas bills would
children. Pre-school children are admitted free. Tickets may be purchas- increase between 21 and 54 percent in
1982 from full decontrol.
ed in advance and at the gate.
For further information contact
Kentucky's Western Waterland,
Route 1, Grand Rivers, Ky. 42045, or
call 502-362-4282.

Kenlake Pow-Wow To
Feature,Indian Dancers
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Deadline Set
To Turn Over
Iranian Assets

By JOHN SALERNO
counsel for the board James Overby
Staff Writer
said Sunday the decision "reaffirms
The Murray State University board my conviction."
of regents won a major legal fight in
"I feel good," he said. "I feel like
the state Court of Appeals Friday, but our position's been vindicated.
And
board chairman Ron Christopher says I'm ready to go from here."
he doubts the board will pursue its
Overby said he is working on the
case against president Constantine case and will continue to do
so "until
Curris.
someone tells me to stop."
A three-judge panel of the appellate
The chairman has said he would
court unanimously ruled Judge J. have to ask the entire board
how they
Paul Keith, a special judge for the felt about another hearing
and he said
Calloway County Circuit Court, all litigation in the case
will be
should have waited until ad- discussed at the next
meeting, tenministrative remedies were ex- tatively scheduled for the
last Saturhausted before prohibiting four board day in August or the first
one in
members from hearing alleged September.
charges last March against Curris.
Christopher said the board fought
In its decision, the panel stated the case to uphold its right to
exhaust
because Curris "failed to make a suf- all administrative remedies before
ficient showing of irreparable injury, the case made it to the courts.
Curris
an abuse of discretion occurred in this filed suit in circuit court against
the
case
the injunction is hereby entire board in an effort to block the
dissolved." •
administrative hearing.
Although the board has committed
As a result of the suit, Keith enjoinat least $32,000 to its case against Cur- ed four regents - student regent
ris, Christopher said Sunday he per- Terry Clark and faculty regent Dr.
sonally doubted there would be Steve West, both of Murray, Bill
another hearing of charges against Morgan, Benton, and Jere McCuiston,
the president. "I don't see the board Trenton - because they were
"too
having a hearing on the charges that biased and too prejudiced
to parwere presented," he said. "Because ticipate" in the hearifig. A final order
• that's all behind us now."
still has not been rendered .by the
But a statement released over the court.
weekend by the Murray law firm of,. Christopher said that decision
Hurt, Haverstock and Jones ex- "weakened" the board and added
presses enthusiasum to continue the there is no reason to have school
board's case. The firm, which boards if administrative remedies
represented the board through the cannot be carried out. He said the
reCurris law suit and the hearing, states cent appellate court decision restored
"It is the position of the attorneys for the board's power.
the board of regents that the March 28
Written charges were preferred last
meeting is void and that the present
charges have not been heard. The full Feb,21 by a 6-4 vote of the board.
board may now hear all of the present
Only three of nine charges were
charges.
heard last March and April before the
"In overturning Judge Keith's rul- remaining six board members during
ing, the Court of Appeals has returned an administrative hearing of alleged
the authority for operating a universi- charges against Curris.
ty back to its board of regents," the
The three charges were dismissed
statement said.
and the remaining six charges were
Members of the firm could not be dropped -both by a vote of 4-2.
reached for comment today to deterChristopher said former student
mine if they are still working for the regent Clark
could not be reinstalled
board. A $20,000 fee requested by the in the event of another
hearing. The
firm for its services to the board was student's term
of office ran out while
denied by the state Department of litigation was
still going on and he was
Finance and still has not been paid.
replaced
by Mark
McClure,
University attorney and chief Frankfort.

Children's Heart Clinic Slated
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic ,for medically
indigent children will be held in the
Calloway County Health Department,
Murray, on Friday, July 17. This
clinic will serve patients from
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken Counties.
Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr. Allan
Rees, of the Kentucky Children's
Hospital Heart Clinics. Louisville, and
other physicians from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine, will
conduct the clinic.
Co
-sponsored by the American
Heart Association, Kentucky Affiliate, Inc., the Bureau for Health
Services and the County Health
Departments, the clinic provides a

diagnostic service for the patient,
along with recommendations for
treatment and management of the
case. It also provides an opportunity
for the referring physician to donsult
with the clinician regarding his patient.
Necessary expenses of the clinic are
being underwritten by American
Heart Association, Kentucky Affiliate, Inc., and the Bureau for Health
Services. Clinic personnel as well as
space and equipment will be provided
by the Calloway County Health
Department, the Bureau for Health
Services and American Heart
Association, Kentucky Affiliate, Inc.
Only those indigent children who
have a written referral from a physician will be admitted to the clinic.
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Two Department Chairmen,
Interim Take Over MSU Duties
Two new chairmen and an interim
chairman have assumed their responsibilities as department heads at Murray State University.

year to receive the Max Carman
Batts and his wife Aurelia have
Outstanding Teacher award.. •
three daughters. The family lives at
Poplin and his wife, the former Kay 902 Olive.
Brandon of Provo, Utah, live at 1706
They are: Dr. Dennis E. Poplin, Melrose.
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The
Weber, 36, is an associate professor
chairman
of the Department of
government today set a Friday
of geosciences and director a the
Anthropology
Sociology
and
Dr.
Neil
;
deadline for U.S. banks to turn over
-V. Weber, chairman of the Depart- Mid-America Remote Sensing Center
formerly frozen Iranian assets to
ment of Geosciences; and Dr. R. An- on the campus. He taught at Indiana
complete the deal worked out by
Batts, interim chairman of the University at Smith Bend more than
drew
former President Carter to free 52
seven years before he joined the faculThe Western Dark Fired Tobacco,
Department of Computer Studies.
American hostages last January.
ty at Murray State in 1980.
Growers Association will hold its 49th
The assets, including interest, total
Poplin, 42, has been a member of
He earned the B.A. degree at Con- Annual Meeting at 10:30 a.m. Wednesabout $2.3 billion, of which at least $1 the Murray State faculty since 1971 cordia Teachers College and both the day, July 8, 1981, at the West Kenbillion is to go to an international and now holds the rank of-professor. M. A. and Ph. D. degrees at Indiana tucky Livestock and Exposition
tribunal for settling claims against _lie is the author of two textbooks - State University in his native static --Center,in Murray. Iran.
. J-tCorrununities! A Survey of Theories Weber has had notable success In be- - Dr. Bob Miller, plant breeder, U.K.
The Treasury Department's action and Methods of Research," now in its Ing awarded grant funding for special Princeton Experiment Station, will
e Court's ,second edition, and "Social Pro- projects and studies.
today follows the Supreme
discus dark tobacco varieties and
ruling Thursday that Carter - and blems," published in 1978.
He and his wife Joan have two some of the work he is doing at the ex,
later President Reagan - had the
A native Californian, Poplin earned children. They live at 903 Stratford.
periment station.
...
authority to nullify U.S. court at! the B. S. and, M. S. dr.grte‘ stirtnilk,.. Bet•-_,13..joined t. `7,:.
-..:I"..
;
- 5..e W75 ' A short business -:-.-lion will be-_,.....
taChrnents on some dr We Ifaebr:- State Unitegity and the Ph. D,and _pow_ holds the rank nf_assadate._ held_ Finapces. PriPR CI
)PPgrtg,
-10r "''`.
cli nevi''betiir.iicratitir-tY-NKINtein ire-mil/Airi utKentutity. professor. He is a native of Fulton.
W
stocks': 4atd the -1961 crsp will be
Americans.
He taught at Western Kentucky
He earned the B. S., M. S. and Ph. discussed. Door prizes will be given
Department..5Roiteltnen___kalie__sakl _ University and TexasTechtlinitersity. D._degrees at the University of- Ken- end Itinchservedat neon-. -----.------bank officials who might decline to before joining the Murray State facul- tucky. His teaching experience also
Leonard P. Grief, president, urges
.
.
turn over the assets to the U.S. ty.
includes theit he
iw laivnersi
gtontyT
bec
tooamtte
o
l meemabe
n rs
e ndbethittesrmieenftiormng
.
government could be liable to civil or
He was chosen by the Student s
itnict
of Kentuckycikry they
informed
crilinal prosecution.
Government Association earlier this and Tranaftvania University.
about the affairs of their Association.
•

Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers To Hold Meeting
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Community Events Listed
Thrum.,. 7/ 23

7:15 9:15
IbuN now guess

WNW
arolimmeil•
Airs,Mere
Airrah famcon
0.•••Dolma.

Uwe Thews. 7/16

OEHE HACKMAN
CHRISTOPHER 'WIVE
NED SIATT•
JACKIE COOPER

.7:15,9:45

ROGER MOORE.,
JAMES BOND oar;

Chestnut St •753-3310
-Open 8:00—Start 830
— Ends Thur.
0
41,i1titha
tstto ecs_tx,

clVey

twin
Wheat War
Loose'

h4 'cry 12! S • 753-3.04

•

•
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' Tuesday,July 7
Monday,July 6
Murray Assembly ,No. 19
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 Order of the Rainbow for
p.m. in the social hall of the Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist Chur- the lodge hall.
ch.
Ladies Medal Play Golf
first 18 of 36
Tournament,
No.
105
Murray Lodge
Free and Accepted Masons holes, will be played at the
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Country Club with
Diane Villanova and Pam
lodge hall.
Mavity as chairmen.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Group II of CWF of the
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and First Christian Church will
meet at the lakeside home of
Olive Streets.
Mrs. S. M. Doty for a lunReservations for the ladies
cheon. The group will meet
day luncheon on Wednesday
10:30 a.m. at the church
at the Murray Country Club at
and go together to the Doty
should be made by today
home. Mrs. Estelle
with Rainey Apperson,
McDougal will give the devochairman.
tion.
Third of three tennis
Group D of the Beginning
camps conducted by Murray
Tennis will play from
Ladies
State Coach Bennie Purcell
p.m. at the Murray
8
will open today at Murray 6 to
Club.
Country
State University.
Returning Students
Lottie Moon Group of First
an organization for
United,
Baptist Church Women will
college students who
older
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
have returned to school, will
Mrs. Marvin Mills.
meet at 11:30 a.m. in the
Make Today Count, sup- Thoroughbred
Romm,
port group for pegsons and University Center, Murray
families with a lingering il- State University. For inforlness, will meet at 7 p.m. on mation call 753-4646 or 759the third floor of the educa- 1065.
tion unit, Murray-Calloway
Cotmty Hospital.
Student Exhibition in
printmaking by Elfriede G.
• Tuesday,July 7
Piggott, Lafayette, Ind., will
Swim party for the 40 con- open today at the Eagle
testants for the Murray- Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Calloway Jaycee Fair Queen Murray State University.
Contest, co-sponsored by the The exhibit will be there
Murray Woman's Club, will through July 21.
be held at 12 noon at the Paul
• Kiesow pool. .
First Baptist Church WMU
•
general meeting will be at 7
' Women's Guild of St. Leo's p.m. at the chapel of the
Catholic Church will meet at church.
I p.m.at the church.
•
Parents Anonymous will
Murray TOPS (take off
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforpounds sensibly) Club will mation call 759-1087 or 435meet at 7 p.m. at the Health .4385.
Center.
Alcoholics Anon 'Us will
meet at'8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Ex-position Center.

Afir/PfRSARP.

Grand Opening In Our New Home

AVore
PerltiG
*GM
Items
le.to

B•skets

so% ott

Wednesday,July 8
Wednesday, July 8
Hazel
and Douglas Centers
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
7 p.m. at the church with p.m. for activities by the
Debbie Woods As program Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
chairman.
Douglas at 12 noon.
Murray Bass Club is
Ladies day iavities at the
scheduled to meet at 6:30 Murray Country Club will inp.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
clude second day of ladies
medal play golf tournament
Overeaters Anonymous at 8:30 a.m., tennis and
will meet at 12 noon in the bridge at 9:30 a.m., and
basement of the Baptist Stu- ladies day luncheon at 12
_
dent Union, Waldrop and noon.
Ladies day activities at the
Chestnut Streets.
Oaks Country Club will inLynn Grove United clude golf with Marilyn
Methodist Church Women Herndon as hostess and
are scheduled to meet at 2 bridge with Hazel Beale as
hostess, both at 9:30 a.m.
p.m. at the church.

Fruces brake
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 7,1181

(July ZI Mtg.22) e&tVrk
Buy new things for the
home. Avoid small disputes
with friends. Slow down in
romance. New creative projects willsucceed
vneGov./
(Aug.23toSept.72) rfPLA.
Seniors Citizens Centers You're sparkling and invenwill be open as follows: Dex- tive, but higher-ups need tactter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and ful handling. A home matter is
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 perplexing. Financial gain is
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3 likelynow.
LIBRA
p.m.
(Sept.23 toOct.22) —
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"Function 8 Fashion For Entertaining"

Dixieland Shopping Center
Mon.-Set. 10-5

Murray, Ky.
753-8738

•

"When a man boasts of
his bad habits, you may rest
assured they are the best he
bas." — Woodrow Wilson.

Declarer lost today's
game because of bad habits.
He thought he recognized a
familiar finessing position
but he played too quickly. A
moment longer of study and
a
slightly
different
approach and he might have
had something better to
boast about.
West started with his king
of spades and the defense
continued for three rounds,
declarer ruffing the third
round. All side suits were

a

USRDA and Doctor
approved!
..•

"i hod tried to lose weight several times, but
nothing worked Ilke the Diet-Center Program! I
lost all the weight I wonted to, ond it feels fon.
tostic to know I'll never be overweight ogoin! It
seems so simple now and satisfying to eat
nutrionally balanclicl meals. I hcive more energy
and enthusiasm than ever before! When you
decide td lose weight, I recommend that you call
Diet Center first!"

Denise Futrell

•
•

Of Murray
Lost 23Pounds
In Just 5 Weeks
Call Today For A Free Consultation!
When you decide to lose weight, call Diet Center
Our program of sound nutrition and private, daily
help you lose that excess weight
quit kik,' and safely And we'll teach you how to keep
it off
.L1044

NORTH
7-5-A
•10 7 5
IPA 8 3
•A Q J 10
40(Q7
WEST
EAST
•EQ.194
4A86
WIC
17 10 9 8 7
*7 4 3
*652
• ss2
•J43
SOUTH
•3 2
111Q J 5 4 2
*1( 98
•A 106

Vulnerable: Both
North. The bidding:

Dealer.

North
1/V?
OP

West

East
Pass
Pass

DIET N,
CENTERg

To reeo
student rr
grade pot
or greatel
undergrat
college t
Reserve

The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Benjamin
A. Armstrong of Nashville,
Tenn.,and the late Mr. Armstrong, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. E. B. Brandon of
Murray.

South holds
4132
•QJ 5 4 2
*K 9 R
•A 106

W.eIv4'03
sth a*Gino, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0020

Spring & Summer
Merchandise
(Excluding Camelia & selected basics)

1

'100" Gate Prize
away
at hsteratission

to be given

4

A
Pepsi Challenge
'Booth
Will Bo Set Bpi
II

Cycle Trailer will be given to riders by:

a
•

•$50.00
For Rider
To Travel
The Longest
Distance

i•NI)R
(v

P.O. lax 122
Hwy. 69P1.

Perk, Tonne's** 39242

F1

*Bring
Your
Own
Chairs

0-

Phone 901-642-5600

Fr
Fr
Fr

IF
N

SAL z,

A

Fi
• Fl
IFi
Fi
Fi

2-

All riders will be eligible far drawing for Cycle Trailer

p

*Free Parking *Concession Stand
*Free Parking *Concession Stnad
*Miniature Golf Course
*GS& Admission...$5.00 Bring This Ad For

P
AP

$1.00 OM*

lindor 12 FREEI

P
A

•

•

Colpelard Illy Papal Cala & Local Paris Ileslusesses

South
218
^

;-211t. Three no trump.

Race Starts

-410W1.--116114--to-

-

/
1 2 Off

Paris, Tennessee 'to
oti
Sunday,July 12, 1981 lr

7-6-B
North
14
34

eherro
Ilraneit.

(Motocross)

Pass
Pass

Bid with Coro

Mrs. Ronald N. Garland
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solid, so the only problem
involved was in how best to
play the trump suit.
Today's declarer saw an
"automatic" finesse and
pushed his queen through
West. West covered with his
singleton king to dummy's
ace and now East had two
natural trump tricks to beat
the hand one trick.
Declarer's play was pretty bad. With any normal
break (3-2), declarer must
lose a trump trick no matter
how he plays the suit. If
East has the guarded king,
he will always score it; if
West has the guarded king,
all he need do is cover an
honor when South leads one.
So much for normal
breaks. If trumps are 4-1,
the correct play is to lead a
low trump to dummy's ace.
This wins not only when
either opponent has the singleton king, it also wins
when East has four trumps
headed by the king and only
three spades (declarer leads
a trump through East twice
to score both his queen ana
_ jack).
Be careful of those
obvious finesses. Somees it's more useful to
take what may seem like a
backward play.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Howard
Brandon, Hazel Road, Murray, announce the marriage
of their only daughter, Lori
Ann, to Ronald Noble
Garland,son of Mr.and Mrs.
John Eurie Garland, South
Ninth Street, Murray.

The groom is the grandson
of
Mrs. Noble (Ronda) Fitts
ICeep financial moves under
wraps. Ignore the unjust and the late Mr. Fitts, and of
criticism of others. Evening the late Mr. and Mrs. John J.
hours bring expansiveness Garland,all of Murray.
and new self-confidence.
Mr. Garland attended
SCORPIO
Murray High School and
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
New friends are excitnik, Murray State University. He
but avoid premature financial is now affiliated with his
involvements with them. You father at Garland Used Cars.
work best from a behind-theThe new Mr. and Mrs.
scenesvantage point.
Garland are now residing in
SACITTARIUS
their new home on Murray
(Nov.22to Dec. M) AO! Route 3.
Recent
career
developments should be kept
to yourself. Others are prone
to find fault. Popularity
among friends makes you happy.
CAPRICORN
Art
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) "v
Little things on the job could
irk you. Good news from a
Martha 3. Wlsehart Herdistance. Be alert for a career
opening that comes around nandez, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 'Bernice Wisehart, 203
nightfall.
Woodlawn, Murray, has
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
been named to the Dean's
Ingenuity pays off on the Honor BM at Oklahoma
job. Luck in connection with Baptist _ University,
travel and distant interests.
for the 1981
Friends tempt you to excess Shawnee, Okla.,
semester.
spring
partying.
Mrs.- ilernandes is one of
PISCIM
288 full-time students with a
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
point
grade
Close ties do the unex- semester
pected. Keep career aspira- average of 3.0 or above with
tions within obtainable limits. no grades below C named to
Good news about investments
the Dean's Honor Roll.
and other financial matters.

41;

4.111b,,Ans eskt

Brandon-Garland Vows

Mrs. Garland graduated
frm Murray High School, attended Eastern Kentucky
University at Richmond,and
is now a junior at Murray
State University.

Your individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARLES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr44
Be ingenious at work, but
don't gloss over details. Distant news tends to be evasive.
Luck is with you in partnership dealings.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) dittge
Avoid careless expenditures. Romance comes
unexpectedly. New job opportunities arise now, but beware
of deception regarding money.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Glib remarks could offend
another. A partner is inclined
to overdo, but both romiince
and children's affairs bring
happiness.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Children surprise you with
their originality. Selfindulgence could lead to a
health upset. Family and property matters are blessed.

Nancy
Listed
List

three level is forcing to
game and it's best to suggest a no trump contract
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Ladies Day Activities—
Nartcy A. Kiesow
Listed On Dean's
List At Western

Planned At Murray Club

MATIICK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
Matlick, 813 Sha-Wa Circle,
Murray, are the parents of a
Fourth flight — Nancy
baby boy, Jeremy Roy,
Special ladies day acAny person listed who is Villanova.
Orr.
Second
weighing
—
flight
eight
eight
pounds
Pam
will
tivities
at
be held
the unable to play should call
Nancy • A. Kiesow,
__Low putts — Venela SexMurray Country Club on Mrs. Villanova at 753-8718. Mavity.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ounces, measuring 20t4 inton.
Third
on
—
ches,
born
flight
June
Tuesday,
Ann
Haney.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Pairings for the second day
Paul Kiesow of 1609 GreenJuly 7 and 8.
brier Drive, Murray, was 16, at 9:30 p.m. at the
of play on Wednesday, July
Luncheon
named to the Dean's List for Murray-Calloway County
8, will be made according to
A ladies day luncheon will the scores of the players on
the spring semester at the Hospital.
By Abigail Van Buren
The father is an instructor
be served on Wednesday, Ju- Tuesday.
.Western Reserve College,
in the Music Department at
ly 8, at 12 noon at the club • The lineup for Tuesday is
Cleveland,Ohio.
Murray State University,
with Rainey Apperson as as follows:
To receive this honor, a and the mother is a graduate
chairman of the hostesses.
8:30 a.m. — Ve Severns,
•
student must have earned a student at MSU.
0
Reservations should be Nancy Orr, and Frances
grade point average of 3.50
Grandparents are Mr. and
made by today with Mrs. Ap- Parker.
or greater. The college is an Mrs. Roy H. Matlick of
person.
8:45 a.m. — Nancy
undergraduate liberal arts Bradenton, Fla.,and Dr. and
Other 'luncheon hostesses Schempp and Molly Booth.
co:lege of Case Western Mrs. M. A. Shepherd of DEAR ABBY: Thank you for printing the letter signed will be Jean Lindsey,
9 a.m. — Louise Lamb,
Reserve University.
Somerset.
MOTHER OF TWO PLUS ONE, suggesting that the Charlotte Parker, Ella Mae Martha Sue Ryan, Elizabeth
't70dry! •
Bel-Air center
adoptive mother keep her child's birth mother informed Quertermous, Mary Moore Slusmeyer, and Chris
What
letter.
a
year
through
a
once
about the child's progress
Lassiter, Wanda Lawson, Graham.
a marvelous idea!
Judy
Payne, Mary Lou Bell,
9:15 a.m. — Barbara
I am a mother of four plus one, and after I gave up my
Lashlee
Oakley,
Tootie
Ann Haney, and
Stacy,
had
he
though
was
as
it
1956,
Day,
r'
firstborn on Christmas
.died! I have no idea where he is, or even if he is still living. Foster, Pat Seiber, Peggy Shoemaker.
9:30 a.m. — Betty Jo PurOf course I would never look for him because I don't want Margaret Franklin, Joan
to intrude on his life: but I pray that one day he will find me. Wilson, Cindy Dunn, Mary dom, Carol Hibbard, Jerlene
We are pleased to anLOVES ALL MY CHILDREN Jane Key, and Margaret Sullivan,and Mary Bogard.
Boone.
9:40am.— Frances Hulse,
FOR
nounce that Lori Garland,
DEAR MOTHER: My mail has been running 10 to 1
Bridge
Betty Lowry, Dorothy Fike,
by
suggested
Brandon,
report
Lori
formerly
AFTER THE 4TH OF JULY
against the annual progress
Bridge will be played at and Venela Sexton.
TWO PLUS ONE. Read on:
OF
MOTHER
bride of Ronnie Garland
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday with
9:50 a.m. — Evelyn Jones,
as
hostess.
Enid
Sanders
had
Alexander, Sue
who
Faira
ONE,
PLUS
TWO
OF
DEAR ABBY: MOTHER
has chosen her decorating
Tennis
Brown,and Toni Hopson.
given up her child for adoption 10 years ago, suggested that
accessories from our com10 a.m. — Sue Costello,
all adoptive mothers send the birth mother an annual Tennis will be played at
progress report, disclosing the interests, growth and 9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, but Pam Mavity, Anna Mary
plete bridal registry.
development of the child — including pictures 80 the child's the hostess is not announced. Adams, and Nancy FanLori and Ronnie were
"real" mother will know what "her" child looks like and
Golf
drich.
how he's developing.
18 of the 36 holes
The
first
10:10 a.m. — Euldene
married June 26, 1981.
were
they
when
children
four
My husband and I adopted
Medal Play Robinson, Jane Fitch, Betty
less than 1 week old. The mothers in all cases knew what of the Ladies'
Judy
and
their rights were when they signed the adoption papers. Golf Tournament will be Hinton,
No way will we write an annual progress report to keep held on Tuesday, July 7, Muehleman.
SELECTED GROUPS
10:20 a.m. — Inus Orr,
their "real" mothers informed. We are their real parents, starting at 8:30 a.m. on the
1104 Story Are.
and they are our children.
No. 1 tee, according to Diane Margaret Shuffett, Cathryn
The
753-4567
Conceiving a child takes only a few minutes. Carrying it Villanova and Pam Mavity, Garrott, and Diane
for nine months is the easiest part of motherhood, but tournament chairmen.
Villanova.
Southside Manor Shp.etr.' Murray, Ky.
raising it requires time, patience, money, sacrifices, tears
Winners
lifetime.
a
lasts
responsibility
that
And
and love.
Winners,from ladies day
NO PROGRESS REPORTS
golf play on Wednesday, July 1, have been released by
DEAR NO REPORTS: Now let's hear it from an
Betty Scott, golf hostess, as
adopted child:
PADUCAH PATIENT
follows:
Dalton C. Farmer of Har- Championship — tie
DEAR ABBY: I agree completely with MOTHER OF
TWO PLUS ONE. I'm sure the parents who gave up their din has been dismissed from between Jerlene Sullivan
Baptist
Western
child for adoption wonder what happened to that child. I'm the
and Betty Jo Purdom.
also sure that children who have been adopted wonder Hospital,Paducah.
First flight — Diane
parents.
natural
about their
me,
adopted
who
mother
my
I am 13 and adopted.-I love
but on Mother's Day I wonder if my natural mother has
anyone giving her a ctirit or powers, ot perhaps a present
also wonder if I have any brothers or sisters, and if I have,
where they are and what they look like.
I wonder why my parents gave me up. Someday I would
Bride-Elect of
like to meet them. But in the meantime, I would like to know
something about them.
I'm sure many children and adults who have been
adopted wonder as I do. Sign me . . .
has chosen
ADOPTED AND CURIOUS IN N.J.

All
Tropical Furniture
At
Fantastic Bargains

Happiness Place

Clothes Closet

8trideRite® zips:

FAMILY SHOE STORE'S
JULY CLEARANCE SALE

Stacey Andrus
Pat Wray

DEAR ABBY:The letter from the woman who gave up her
child for adoption and wants an annual progress report
concerning the child's interests, growth and development
really got to me.
As parents of several adopted children, were we to write
such a letter, could we feel free to ask the birth mother for:
1. Financial assistance when the going gets rough. It's
very expensive to raise children these days.
2. Advice, counsel and emotional support when it's
needed.
3. Occasional help with the other children when we must
maintain a two-week vigil at the hospital with a very sick
child who may not make it.
I could go on and on, but suffice it to say that we adoptive
parents don't expect any of the above.
We adopted these children, and they adopted us. We are a
family, and we do not intend to make out any annual
progress reports as a constant reminder that we adopted our
children. We've had enough scrutiny and filled out enough
forms to last us a lifetime.
THE "REAL" PARENTS

e.

V

Children's Shoes
Southode Manor Shopping Cu.

tt

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

TAKE THE
PICK OF'
OUR GARDEN

Frosty Acres Baby Limas
Frosty Acres Purple HuN Peas
Frosty Acres Crowder Pees
Frosty Acres Butter Peas
Frosty Acres Blackeye Peas
Frosty Acres Mixed Vegetables. ;
Frosty Acres Cut Corn
Frosty Acres Okra
Frosty Acres Green Beans
Frosty Acres June Peas
Frosty Acres Speckled Butter Beans

HOSPITAL NEWS

ve.

0
2016. $16.49
... 20 lb. $ 1 S.29
2016. $13•99
20 lb. S14.59
....•..20 lb. $13.79
20 lb. $13.29
20 lb. S14.69
2016. S15.69
20 lb. $14.09
20lb. $13.49
30 lb. $22.59

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender $ 138

•

No Chirp For Cutting, Wronging 8, Freezing

$

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO,
11 3nlSt
C-70)

Pilaw /U.1140.1
NOU1S:1:00-S:00 Mon.-Fri.

_
7:00-12:00 Sot

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.
S
II
1111W111011\1110‘
-w MAIIIII

6-30-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Price, baby girl (Hazel)
Holiday Trailer Park 7s5,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lottie M. Lane, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Penny B.
Morgan and baby boy, 518
Whitnell, Murray; Mrs.
Lillie Florence Dick, Lynnville; Mrs. Lulabelle Kincade, 305 E. S. St., Arcadia,
Ind.; Mrs. Mattie LaDonna
Cavitt, G5 Murray Manor,
Murray; Gary L. Humphreys, 1416 Porter ,Court,
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Brinda L: Medlock,
1011 Dunlap, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sharon A. Osbron, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; James K.
Walls, 506 N. Cherry, Murray; William R. Rouse, 1706
Plainview, Murray; Mrs.
Ethel Annette Coles, Rt. 8,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Beth
Warren, 317 North Seventh,
Murray.
Charles W. Clayton, 404
South Ninth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Pearl M. Dunn, Dexter; Mrs. Dorothy M. Copus,
824 Hurt, Murray; Lomon C.
McDougal, Dills Trailer
Court, Murray; Harry A.
Kainin, 1498 Clayshire, Murray; Rubble T. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Wingo; Mrs. Myrtle E. Byrd,
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Hurshel J. Harden, Rt. 5,
Murray: Clifton Guthrie
Osbron, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Dora E. Prince, 511
MiyiTeld; Mrs.
Dillard, 404 N. Cherry, Murray:-Yaokr L Green,
Paris, Tenn.; Lowell E.
Jones.Rt.2,Kitiawy.

Men, Women & Children's
Summer Shoes

1/2 PRICE & LESS
Murray, Ky.

510 Main

All Seasonable
Shoes
Quality Brand
Names
in

Men's•Women's
Children's
Dress, Work & Casual

Buy One Pair At
Regular Price
..,Get The Second
Pair For Only
$100

••••10-«•-

VINIII•1

,

Dinnerware - Yorktown by Pfaltzgraff
Crystal- Georigon Blue by Vikeing
Linens -, Patchwork Blue

Dixieland Coster

753.8738

Murray, Ky.

The Sale That You
Have Been Waiting For!

4

COPY =MAW-

••• •

Pier I Welcome
Back Summer Sale

Natural Parents vs.
Nurturing Parents

Register For A Free Pair
Of Zips & Help Us Name
Our Ugly People
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Looking Back
l0s Years Ago

Playing By
Less Rules
Americans who have become business and industry from costincreasingly aware that they ly,stifling federal rules could be
were being over-regulated by a as important in.stimulating the
burgeoning bureaucracy in nation's economy as balancing
Washington-should be happy to the federal budget. Mr. Reagan
learn that something is finally made this point himself by inbeing done about it.
cluding regulatory relief in his
During its first six months in four-point national economic reoffice, the Reagan administra- covery program along with cuttion has demonstrated its com- ting federal spending, reforming "I'll soon be giving him much less money than I
used to...
mitment to deregulation -by re- the tax structure and deflationfunny, I don't hear him complaining!"
viewing, modifying- or postpon- ary monetary policy.
ing 181 new federal rules. The Dramatic results became
one-time saving may amount to clear at once when the regulato- Capitol
Ideas
818 billion, and the annual'sav- ry task force changed- proposed
ing will near $6 billion. That is Department of Transportation
just fine, for a starter.
regulations that would otherwise have cost the automobile
President Reagan set out to industry $1.4 billion. This will
liberate the country from its mean consumer savings of $9.3
Reagan never said flatly that he representatives that we truly deserve
burdensome regulations as soon billion in the next five years.
ByTOM RAUM
would try to keep Congress in town, a rest."
Associated Press Writer
as he could after Inauguration G5ne with the auto industry reWhile the budget-cuttingAegislation
Getting but some of his lieutenants, including
Day. In late January, be created straints are less costly but WASHINGTON (AP)
a Task Force on Regulatory Re- equally expendable rules gov- Congress to accept White House- Treasury Secretary Donald R:egan has been approved in both chambers
dictated package of federal budget and Senate Finance Committee Chair- and now is headed for a House-Senate
lief, headed by Vice President erning dress codes for school- cuts is one thing. Getting
it to forgo a man Bob Dole,have made the sugges- conference, neither chamber has
Georie BuslL Subsequently-be -children.
taken up the tax-cut bill.
; bilingual education summer recess may bequite another. tion PublielY•
required all Tederal depart- standards and household appli- Key members of Congress, - And the president himself, in his The last president who summoned
ments to submit proposed and ance standards. The number of especially House Democratic leaders, June 16 news conference, mentioned Congress to work during a summer
existing regulations to a cost- new regulations, proposed by aren't too enthusiaStic about thepro-.the Aug. 1 target for congressional break was Harry S.Truman.
benefit test by the Office of federal agencies has been cut in spect of staying around in August to. completion of work on his economic Truman called the Republicanfinish work on President Reagan's-.Paclittge and added:
controlled 80th Congress back to town
Management and.Budget How- halfsince January.
budgetInd tax bills.
"Only then can we say as 'elected in his acceptance speech at the 1948
ever, the Supreme Court has
Now that the presidential
Democratic National Convention.
hobbled this program with its task force has curbed the buHis partisan timing didn't go over
ruling that cost efficiency tests reaucracy's appetite for rule- The White House
so well with Republican leaders on
Capitol Hill. They ignored his laundry
cannot apply to workplace safe- making, it can start on the acculist of housing, civil rights, education
ty standards.
4nulated mountain of existing
and anti-inflation bills, stayed around
The savings from the Reagan reigulations. This could produce
afew weeks and then went home.
savings that would really stimu-4
Truman branded it a "d"Othing
deregulation profte that freeing late the economy.
Congress" and the "worst Congress in

has been
awarded a $9,500 federal grant for
partial financing of a year-round comphreresive community recreation program for Murray and Calloway County.
Deaths reported include James
(Dee) Oakley, 77, Mrs. D. L.
Divelbiss, and Mrs. Emma Maude
Carr,77.
Mrs. Betty Riley was a delegate
from the Calloway County Education
Association at the meeting of the National Education Association held at
Cobo Hall, Detroit, Midi.
Keith Cartwright, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Cartwright of Murray, has a
mineral and gem collection on display
at the Calloway Con:My Public
Library.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Elliott on July 1.
Mel Purcell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Purcell of Murray, won the
boys, 12 and under, title in the
Southern Junior Closed Tennis Tournament held at New Orleans, La.

'White House Stories—

Administration Lives
people still write Jimmy Carter and
By HARRY F.ROSENTHAL
Walter Mondale: "Please help me. ...
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Carter- Would you send me. ... We'd be
Mondale administration lives. After a honored if ..." Correspondents want
everything from help with Medicare
fashion.
It carries on quietly in an unmarked payments to advice on cancer treat19th-century brick building, a half ment to inviting Carter or Mondale as
block from the White House. And it a speaker at the Rotary luncheon.
Dan Lee, who runs the Carter tranworks out of a downtown high-rise
federal building in Atlanta,acting hie , sition office, says that when he first
left office, the former president got
a busiaess winding down its affairs.
After the election, a new ad- letters by the thousands each day. It's
ministration gears up for office with -.down to a steady 500 a day now, each
great fanfare and it's called the tran- one getting an answer. At first there
sition. But an old administration also were 18 people handling the load. Now
transits — out — and nobody takes there are eight.
For lack of a better-known address,
much notice.
Untilthe day he got his own digs in most of Mondale's mail goes to the
_IbelYbite.House7-Inaugniation Day, White House. The Mondale transition
Jan.20 — George Bush made plans for staff picks it up there — in the mail
Ads vice presidency and assembled a room.
Aside from handling mail, a major
staff in that government-owned
Federalist-period house at -734 task of the transition staffs is to sort
Jackson Place. It was a buSy, heady and pack the presidential and vicepresidential papers.
time.
When Carter left the White House,
The next day, Walter Mondale's
people moved in for the melancholy so did 1945-foot moving vans full of his
papers and other materials. In four
task of disposing of the remains.
They had $200,000 to spend on the years, the administration piled up 30
wake. Carter's contribution out of the million pages of documents, 18,500
million dollars the government pro- museum items, 2,600 hours of video
vides outgoing administrations to and audio tape and 480,000
close up shop. Now the task is almost photographs.
Carter deeded them to the governdone and Mondale — vice presidentturned-Washington lawyer — will lose ment. They'll wind up in the National
Records Center at Suitland, Md., to be
the last trappings of his high office.
Surprising as it may seem, a lot of sorted and cataloged by archivists.

Business Mirror

vesekli

By JOHN CUNNIFF

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — This is a
story about house hunting, crowded
neighborhoods, a well-dressed man
'With a gun and a disappearing baby. It
all takes place at the White House.
'Alongside the Rose Garden, two
cardinals decided to build their summer nest. And, as birds will do, they
produced two eggs, one of which produced,eventually,a baby cardinal.
But last Week, when the gentleman
who worked in the nearby Oval Office
left town for a few days, a terrible
commotion arose.
Painters arrived and spread
dropeloths all about. They carefully
avoided the nest as they spruced up
the area. Workmen came in to remove
two trees blocking the • view of the
garden from the Oval Office and
Cabinet Room. Other men set tosvorkon the lawn.
A White House aide,discovering the
wet*, peered toward the nest and
looked at the baby, lying very still
while the summer sun beat down.Its
eyes and beak were closed. "Oh, it's
dead,it's-dead for sure,"sheSaid.
But a painter gently poked the nest
with the long handle of a painting
roller and the bird popped open Its
mouth,expecting a feeding.
Then, over the weekend, before the
gentleman returned, the cardinals
and their offspring disappeared. The
nest, on Tuesday afternoon, waS empty except for one egg that never hatched.
The neighborhood mourning dove
was not talking.
From her perch about 10 feet above
ground, she eyed from time to time a
well-dressed man carrying a gun and
standing his guard between the Oval
Office and the White House mansion.
The dove and her mate had taken

Bible Thought

NEW YORK (AP, — For the next able to save with some assurance that
few months it is almost certain you your savings would grow rather than
For they that are after the flesh do
will be seeing and hearing more plea- diminish. You would be able to invest mind the things of the flesh, but they
sant forecasts, such as this released in stocks with b better chance of them that are after the Spirit, the things of
today by The Conference Board:
rising in value.
Spirit. — Romans 8:5.
"The rate of inflation in the U.S. is
You might again be able to buy in- -Cfn what does your mind dwell; the
on a long-awaited, downward trend surance without the feeling you would world of the flesh or the world of the
and is unlikely to return soon to the have to buy mo.e tomorrow just to Spirit? Remember you will reap
record double-digit levels of a year
maintain the sar ie level of security what you sow.
ago."
you have today. Wu would once again
Albert T.Sonuners, chief economist know the price of things.
Miirray Ledger & Times
of the Board, a private research and
You would be able to plan. Do you
GSPS3016.7001
educational organization, said "The still remember those days when you Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
ongoing decline of the inflation rate is could look at a bank advertisement Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray 'Ledger & Times is published
real and important and is still under- and calculate that "If I save $1,000 a every
afternoon except Simdays, July 4,
emphasized."
year for 8 years at 5 percent I'll have Christmas Day, New Years Day and ThanksgivAmong other thing, said Sommers, the $10,000 for the down payment on a ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St..
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
the decline of inflation "will in time be
house?
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
accompanied by declining interest
In this less inflated ecomity,
carters,
per month, payable in advance.
rates."
assuming it wasn't accompanied= By mail in63.23
Calloway County an to Pentair, HarNo certaintY-aa-that inflation is
major vociesion, a family
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
indeed on the wane,but it is perceived
spend more lime on family matters Pans, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn . 124 50 per
year. By mail to other desenaboru. 639.50 per
' to be losing its flame by those who, and less time dealing with life as a year.
claim to be able to measure such
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
matter of financial survival.
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
things, and we have no better guides
A less-inflated economy, along with Association
on which to rely.
lower interest ra tes4is far from a cerThe Associated Press is exclusively enbtlecrto
Ir.' _...0.-efiginated by The
So, assuming these &Mel haven't
tairty. In fact, we int7re people
Murray
Ledger & Timerairwell is all other
_ alad, theis- -eitille—iseineratect---br4r-eenStrerr,
TkLEPHOur..:"AS,
decacie anti a half of some of the hotBusiness
workers, employers,
,,
experts
........ 75349111
Office'
Advertising
test inflation in American history, you
753-1916
believe it is assured, the less likely Classified
Retail PIMBYJ Adntrtitilog
7511919
may have to adjust your lifestyle.
they'll be Inclines - W ut their Circulattak..
753-1911
In this cool new world you would be
asideorts Dept
.
Inflation-producing habits..
753-14111

over a nett built by a pair of robins,
who moved in on a quiet Friday and
out on a busy Monday, frightened by
the hustle and bustle they discovered.
"Doves don't mind people," said Iry
• Williams, the „White House groundskeeper.
The White House lawns are almost
unique in the heat of the nation's
capital, reflecting their pampered
treatment.
By summer's end, a close look
reveals patches of crab grass and
other weeds, and sometimes blades of
rough, brown grass that just couldn't
survive.
But the Rose Garden, which is simply a rectangular plot of grass surrounded by roses and other shrubs,is
*shining these days.
Moments after President Reagan
left the White House on his way home
to California last week, one-third of
the lawn was torn up.
With the speed of a crew tearing up
a basketball court and replacing it
with an ice hockey rink at Madison
Square Garden, workers stripped
away the grass and brought in a gasdriven tamper.
The gadget, with considerable
agitation, smoothed down the earth.
By the end of the day,a new carpet of
sod had been spread.
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20 Years Ago

The body of Phillip Walker who was
presumed drowned on June 30 when
his empty motor boat was found going
in circles on Kentucky Lake near Will
Vera Resort in Marshall County, was
found July 3 about ¼ mile upstream
from where his boat was sighted. He
was an employee of the Kentucky
Division of the Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Florence Ragsdale Hardison,83, Mrs.
J. Leland Duncan, and Thomas Gibbons,64.
Capt. John I. Hudson of Murray,
Marine Air Reserves, is among personnel from 10 states who will par,ticipate in the annual active duty
training maneuvers with the Marine
Reserve Fighter Squadrons 124 and
221 at Yuma,Ariz., during July.
Installed as officers of Carpenters
Union Local 1734 at the meeting held
July 4 were Toy Phillips, Henry Dees
Bynum, Milburn Outland, Frank
Towery,and William
Shirley Geurin who has been
teaching in Palm Springs, Cal., is the
guest_of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Eugene Geurin.
Jim Jennings' Combo will appear
histbry" and went-on to.win a full four- on stage tonight at the Murray Drive
In Theatre.
year term in November.
Can a president make Congress
work when it doesn't want to?
Congressional parlimentarians say
Complete farm cropland and tests
the answer is partly yes and partly no. were made on 716 farmers in 28 KenStrictly speaking, the president tucky counties in the 1950 Agriculture
doesn't have the power to prolong a Conservation Program, according to
congressional session. But the Con- a report by the Production and
stitution gives him the authority to Marketing Administration state comcall a special session on "extraor- mittee. Of this number, 130 Calloway
dinary occasions." This was the farms were included.
device used by Truman.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
However, there's no requirement Charlie (Chloe) Beaman,63.
that Congress, once summoned into
James S. Klapp,son of Mr.and Mrs.
special session by a president, has to Norman A. Klapp, has been
hang around or even consider the transferred to Olmstead Air Force
president's legislation.
Base, Middletown, Pa., from
The Constitution also provides that Lackland Air Force Base, San Anneither the House nor the Senate can tonio, Texas.
adjourn for more than three days
Miss Carlene Moody, daughter of
without consent of the other chamber. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody, was marThus, if the GOP-controlled Senate ried to Pvt. Billy Joe Hale,son of Mr.
wanted to help Reagan keep Congress and Mrs. 011ie Hale, on June 28 at the
in session, it could refuse to allow the Kirksey Methodist Church ParDemocratic-controlled House to ad- sonage.
journ.
Births reported at the Murray
Now, however, there's another, Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
more controlling factor: the 1970 Reldon Norsworthy and a boy to Mr.
Legislative Organization Act It and Mrs. Rob Gingles.
makes a 30-day August recess each
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton annon-election year a matter of law.
nounce the engagement and apThis law would have tc(be waived by proaching marriage of their
Congress before either chamber could daughter, Frances Jean, to Pfc.
be forced to work this August.
Charles R. Adams, son of Mrs.
Mildred Adams.
The Calloway County Tuberculosis
Committee has announced the appointment of Mrs. Ann Hook as part
time worker in Calloway County.

Congress's Work Days

Washington Today
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30 Years Ago

EARTLINE7

Today In History

Heartline is a service for senior posals to provide these benefits have
By The Associated Press
citizens. Its purpose is to answer ques- been given consideration in recent
Today is Monday, July 6, the 187th
tions and solve problems. If you have years, it is impossible to predict if or day of 1981. There are 178 days
left in
a question or a problem not answered when such an amendment might be- the year.
in these columns, write to Heartline, enacted.•
Today's highlight inlistery:' •
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
We might also point out that on
On July 6, 1923, the Union of Soviet
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt January 22, 1979, the US. Supreme Socialist Republics was formed.
reply, but you must include a self- Court upheld the Board's position that
On this date:
addressed, stamped envelope. The railroad retirement benefits do not
In 1699, the notorious pirate, Capt.
most useful replies will be printed in 2onstitute community property sub- William Kidd, was taken into custody
this column.
ject to division in dissolution of mar- at Boston. He wes hanged later in
HEARTLINE: My husband of riage proceedings.
England.
many years and I are getting a
In 1837, the republic of Texas sent
HEARTLINE:
1978,
I
In
purchased
divorce. I was wondering if Railroad
an
ambassador to Washington.
Retirement benefits are considered a copy of your Guide to Health InIn 1919, a British dirigible landed at
surance
found
and
helpful
it
very
in
community property, and whether I
New York's Roosevelt Field, becomam entitled to some part of his retire- choosing the health insurance I have ing the first airship to cross the
Atlanment, when he retires. Could you carried since that time, especially tic.
your
Policy
Checklist.
Now,
I
answer this for me? L.P.
And in 1945, Nicaragua became the
ANSWER: The Railroad Retire- understand that you have a book call- first nation to formally accept the
"Heartline's
ed
to
Guide
InHealth
ment Act does not provide for the payUnited Nations Charter.
ment of annuities based on a railroad surance and Medicare Supplements."
Ten years ago: Jazz musician Louis
gettyl
I
am
October
ready
retire
in
to
employee's earnings to the divorced
Armstrong
died at the age of 71.
spouse of the employee. Divorce ter- and Will need to find a Medicare supFive
years
ago: Britain's Queen
minates a spouse's eligibility for any plement at that time,and need help in Elizabeth II arrived in the United
understanding
what
look
and
for
to
annuity based on the employee's earnStates for a six-day Bicentennial visit.
ings, regardless of the length of the what they are exactly. All this recent
One year ago: The bodies of 11
supplements
publicity
about crooked
marriage. In this respect, the
aliens
were found in the scorching
Railroad Retirement Act is less has made me very leery and I want to Arizona desert, bringing to
13 the
liberal than the Social Security Act, be prepared before I start looking number of El Salvadorans who
died
Please
around.
know
cost
let
me
of
the
which does provide such benefits in
when smugglers abandoned them
this
and
book
M.R.
where
order
it.
to
certain cases.
without water.
, An amendment to the Railroad
ANSWg'q
For a copy of
TG,z1z-,y's
us.
Retirement Act would be required for "Heartlineuraukle„_.to_ ,Heaitty
sonvlity luary-Cosiffla-la-Wyears-eldr.Boardlo pa:,to divi.r.:--,Warance and irietiicitreltipplemeom--, Aetbr Sylvester -4111one is 35. An
spouses. Such amendments are send $1.75 to Heartllne, Dept. HI, 114 painter Jamie Wyeth is
also 35.
generally based on joint reconunen- East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Thought for today: Wit is the salt of
dations made to Congress by railroad Ohio 45381. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks conversation,
not the food — William
management and labor. While fro- for delivery.
Hralitt, English writer (1778-1830)• (if
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Deadline Set For Filing
Acreage Report With
Conservation Service
Calloway County farmers
who have not filed an
acreage report with the
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service
have until July 15 to do so,
according to Pat Ross,
Chairperson of the County
ASC committee.
"Since there are no set-

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mortal ledger & limes by
5:30 p m. Monday•Fridoy or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-1916 between 5.30 pm.
sod 6 o., Mimeo ibmict& Friday. of
330 p.m. lad 4 p.m. Soludits
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6p.m. weekdays or.
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Tim Murray tufter & Timesare I a.m. b 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and I cm to Pow
Saturdays.

aside requirements or normal crop acreage limitations, all farmers who report
the sizes and intended uses
of their corn and grain
sorghum will be eligible for
program benefits," Ross
said. They may also sign an
application for payments
when they report crop acres,
he said.
Farmers in the county who
reported wheat and feed
grain crops will be eligible
for deficiency and disaster
payments," Ross said.
To avoid eligibility problems, farmers should
report as accurately as
possible. ASCS will randomly check farms to verify that
acreage reports are correct
and also provide aerial
photographs for farmers to
identify their fields.
The county ASCS office is
open from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday. Farmers who have not
certified their program
crops are urged to do so as
soon as possible.
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Earnings Of Most Farmers
Covered By Social Security
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Formerly Murray Warehousing
IL Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
e753-3404
Groin
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

FILM PREMIER — Agriculture Secretary John R. Block premiers "Hometown
America," a community development film used by the Future Farmers of
America
in vocational agriculture instruction. The film is part of the FFA's
community
development program, Building Our American Communities (BOAC).
BOAC
projects are being carried out in all 50 states this year. Positioned next to Block
(left)
are E.A. Horrigan, chairman and chief executive officer of R.I. Reynolds
Tobacco
Co., Byron Rawls, nithinal FFA advisor, and Mark Herndon, national HA
president.
More than 200 guests were on hand June 12 to honor the 10th anniversary
of the
BOAC program, sponsored by R.I. Reynolds Industries, Inc., including Sen.
Jesse
Helms(R-N.C.)and Rep. Ed Jones(D-Tenn.)

The earnings of most people working on farms in the
Paducah and Mayfield area
are covered by Social Security if one of two tests is met,
Bettye Williams, Social
Security District Manager in
Paducah,said recently.
All wages paid are covered
by Social Security if the
worker:
Is paid ;150 or more in
cash wages during the calendar year for agricultural
labor, or
Performs agricultural
labor for an employer 20 or
more days during the year
for cash wages figured on a
time basis — by the hour,
day, week,or month.
If either of these tests are
met, all of the worker's cash
wages are covered and
Social Security taxes must
be withheld from the
worker's pay.
If the worker is part of a
crew, it is important to know
who is the employer for
Social Security purposes,
Mrs. Williams said. Generally, if the crew leader pays
the workers, he or she is the
employer and is responsible
for making Social Security
reports and deducting taxes.
The employer must keep a
record for each worker,
showing name, Social
Security number, amount of
wages paid, and amount of
taxes withheld. In addition,
the employer is responsible
for reporting the wages and
sending the taxes collected
to the Internal Revenue Service and for preparing a

1981 June Acreage Report
CORN
Acreage planted to corn in
Kentucky is estimated at
1.68 million acres, up 2 percent from 1980 according to
the Kentucky Crop Reporting Service. Acreage intended for grain at 1.53
million acres is up 3 percent
from last year. Planting got
If to an early start and by
May 10, about 70 percent of
the acreage had been
planted. Then excessive late
spring rain delayed planting
, in many areas and caused
some replanting. By June 21,
virtually all corn for grain
had been planted. Corn is
variable in size from just
emerging to silking.
Corn acreage planted in
the United States is
estimated to be 84.7 million
acres, 1 percent above 1980.
Acreage intended for
harvest as grain is 74.6
million acres, compared to
73.1 million last year.
White Corn
Kentucky emains the Nation's leading white corn producing state as 130,000 acres
were planted, 15,000 more
than 1980 and 55,000 more
than 1979. In the 10 Major
Producing States, white corn
planted acreage is estimates
at 536,000 acres, up 11 percent_ from
„ last year. Acreage

intended for harvest as grain
in the 10 States is 507,000
acres, 14 percent above 1980,
and 39 percent more than
1979.
SOYBEANS
Kentucky
soybean
acreage planted and to be
planted totals 1.75 million
acres, 6 percent more than
last year and the largest
planting on record. The
previous largest planting
was 1.72 million acres in
1979. Acreage to be
harvested for beans is
estimated at 1.70 million
acres, also a record acreage.
As of June 29, soybean planting was reported to be 70
percent complete compared
with 96 percent last year and
an average of 92 percent.
The June acreage survey includes considerable intentions to plant rather than actual plantings because of the
wet season and large amount
of double cropping following

wheat.
Soybean acreage planted
in the United States totals
68.5 million acres, a 2 percent decrease from 1980.
Acreage to be harvested for
beans is estimated at 67.3
million acres compared to
67.9 million last year.
TOBACCO
Burley tobacco acreage in
Kentucky is estimated to be
220,000 acres, up 19 percent
from last year and the
largest acreage since 1963.
Tobacco setting is running a
little behind normal, but as
of June 21, over 90 percent of
the crop had been set. Resetting has been necessary in
some areas. Growth of
burley is ahead of last year,
as half the plants are
reported to be 6 inches or
higher, while last year at
this time 70 percent wer(
still under 6 inches.
Burley Belt acreage is
estimated at 325,500 acres

compared to 276,900 acres in
1980 and 238,100 acres in
1979. Kentucky accounts for
68 percent of the Belt's
acreage.
Acreages of Dark
Tobaccos in Kentucky are up
from or equal to acreages in
1980. Type 22 (Eastern Dark
Fire-Cured
acreage remains the same as 1980 at
4,300 acres, while Type 23
(Western Dark Fire-Cured)
is up 200 acres from last year
to 4,100 acres. Type 36
(Green River) Dark AirCured acreage is estimated
at 2,300 acres, 100 acres
above 1980. Type 35 (One
Sucker) Dark Air-Cured is
up 400 acres to 5,900 acres.
Acreage of Type 22 in the
United States is estimated at
15,300 acres compared to
14,900 last year. Type 23
acreage at 4,700 acres is up
240 acres from 1980.

Form W-2 ( Wage and Tax
Statement) for each
employee.
For information about
Social Security numbers or
benefits, get in touch with
either the Paducah Social

Security Office, located at
546 Lone Oak Road,
telephone number 443-7506,
or the Mayfield Social
Security Office, located on
Highway 45 North, telephone
number 247-8095.

Farmer's Air Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res. 753-1146

Off. 489-2216
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:preparations
READY FOR FAIR — Larry Foutch mak,
to show his first 4-H Jersey heifer in the Murray.
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
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Parker, Jackson Capture 13-14
Titles In Sun Tennis Tournament
PADUCAH, Ky. — In the
Paducah Sun Juniors tennis
tournament that concluded
this past weekend, there
were two singles champions
from Murray in the boys and
girls 13-14 age division.
In the boys division,
Shawn Parker won his second title in two weeks over
Britt Latham, 6-2, 6-1, while
Mel Jackson defeated Sara

Blattner in the girls final, 7- ray Tennis Association tournament, was beaten in the
5,7-5.
semifinals this week by
Jackson also joined Greer Rudd,7-5,6-3.
Houston of Murray to defeat
Austin, however, joined
Blattner and Ame Kimro in
the girls 13-14 doubles final, the singles winner Billy Jeff
Burton to defeat Rudd and
6-0,6-4.
Scot Bretton in the 17-18
Paul Austin, last week's doubles final, 6-1,6-0.
singles winner over
Paducah's Robert Rudd in
Another player from Murthe 17-18 division of the Mur- ray who reached the

semifinals was Robert Rudd,
who was eliminated in the
boys 15-16 division by the
eventual champion Darryn
Diuguid,6-1, 7-5.
Rudd and Parker reached
the boys 15-16 doubles championship match in which
they were defeated by Steve
Fisher and Buddy Fisher, 62, 1-6,6-1.

U.S. Open To Be Next Staging Ground
13-14 SINGLES TITLES WINNERS — Murray's Mel
lackson (above) and Shawn Parker (right) both won in
straight sets in the championship matches of the
Paducah Sun Junior tennis tournament this past
weekend.

s"

McEnroe Departs Champions'Dinner

Troubles Of Wimbledon
May Drag Two Months
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP)— The troubled story of
the Wimbledon tennis tournament will drag on for two
Months before John
McEnroe., the new champion, knows what ultimate
penalty is in store for him.
The International Tennis
Council is due to meet during
7the
CiPen_ Championships-in September to study
reports from the AllEngland Club on the court
behavior of the rebel champion.
If the club's recommendations are approved McEnroe
will be fined a total of $14,500
and will be liable to suspension for up to a year.
The Council is not expected to take such extreme
action as that. And McEnroe
will certainly not miss the
U.S. Open, which he has won
for the last two years,
because the unit will not
meet before then.
McEnroe,22, made history
by beating Bjorn Borg 4-6, 76, 7-6, 6-4 in Saturday's final
and ending the Swedish
star's five-year reign. But on
the way to the final he did a
few other things that caused
members of the highly
respectable All-England
Club to splutter into their

teacups.
In three matches, two
Aingles and a doubles,he was
reported for arguing over
line calls and abusing officials.
He stormed out of a press
conference after being asked
a question about his girl
friend Stacy Margolin and it
sparked off a fight between
two reporters. .
bIeFitrae was lin his best
behavior in the final and
defeated tiorg on merit. He
served more consistently
than the defending champion
and played the big points
more securely.
But McEnroe's rebellious
behavior went on. That night
he dodged out of the Champions' Dinner, at which all
Wimbledon champions are
expected to wear evening
dress and respond to a toast.
His father, New York
lawyer John Patrick
McEnroe, said his son was
celebrating elsewhere. Officials of the All-England
Club said McEnroe told
them he would not be at the
dinner but promised to appear at the end and say a few
words.
But it was all left to Chris
Evert Lloyd, the women's
champion. She responded to
a toast-by Sir Brian Burnett,
chairman of the All-England

Club, and made a gentle joke
at the expense of her absent
fellow champion.
-Sir Brian told me I would
have to make two speeches,
one for myself and one for
You-Know-Who," Lloyd
said.
-But I am only speaking
for myself because I don't
have the same vocabulary."
When he talked of Borg
after the final, McEnroe was
all good sportSmanship.
am glacr0 have beaten
one of the greatest players in
the history of tennis," he
said."I want to congratulate
him as a great champior,"
Their rivalry, which BorE;
said was good for the game,
is likely to be renewed at the
U.S. Open at Flushing
Meadow in New York.
McEnroe gave Wimbledon
problems it had never had
from any previous champion
in the tournament's 104-year
history.
The ,whole of Britain watched McEnroe's matches
and court tantrums on television. During one match 20
people
telephoned
Wimbledon and asked that
he be disqualified, a
spokesman of the AllEngland Club said.
But this troubled
Wimbledon left some
peaceful memories behind.

One was Kathy Rinaldi, the
happy little 14-year-old from
Stuart, Fla., who became the
youngest winner in the tournament's history. She beat
Sue Rollinson in the first
round but fell to Claudia Pasquale of Switzerland in the
second.
Lloyd was a highly popular
women's champion. She is
the first local resident to win
Wimbledon in living
memory. She and her husband, British Davis Cup
player John Lloyd, have an
apartment at Wimbledon
near the tennis grounds and
spend part of the year there.
Lloyd defeated Hana
of
Mandlikova
Czechoslovakia 6-2, 6-2 in
Friday's women's final.
McEnroe and fellow
American Peter Fleming,
captured the men's doubles
title by beating Stan Smith
and Bob Lutz of the United
States 6-4, 6-4, 6-4.
In the women's doubles
final, Martina Navratilova
and Pam Striver defeated
Americans Kathy Jordan
and Anne Smith,6-3,7-6.
Frew McMillan of South
Africa and Betty Stove of the
Netherlands defeated the
brother-sister team of John
and Tracy Austin 4-6, 7-6, 6-3
in the mixed doubles title
match.

McEnroe, Borg Road Show Moves Ahead
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) —The red Indian headband that holds John
McEnroe's corkscrew curls
in place is a symbol of anger
and courage. Bjorn Borg's
golden locks are restrained
by a white band, denoting
purity of behavior and purpose.
Tennis is in for a great
traveling road show — the
two best players in the
world,so close that a point or
two can swing the pendulum
either way — crossing
oceans to battle each other
like restless gladiators.
McEnroe, fiery and feisty,
has broken the stolid
Swede's grip on the
Wimbledon
prestigious
crown, wrecking Bjorn's
aura of invincibility here

MSU PrograntSecond In Division I-AA
The Murray State football
programs for the 1980 season
were awarded the best in
District III and second best
nationally among Division IAA universities at a
workshop for the College

posted by Scott Simpson last
year.
"I've been working on my
game, I've been working on
my swing and I've played
well," said the chunky Fiori
when asked how he conquered such a tough course
while beating out a strong
field which boasted the likes
of Jack Nicklaus, Lee
Trevino and Tom Watson.
But it wasn't Nicklaus,
Trevino or Watson who Fiori
had to defeat. He finished
four shots ahead of Jim
Simons, Greg Powers and
Jim Colbert, who tied for second at 281, while Bill
Rogers, who had the lead going into the final round,
finished fifth at 282.
Fiori, who lives in

Sugarland, Texas, and
claims he must lose 20
pounds to get down to the 175
listed for him in the Tour
Guide, had things going so
well that even when he
played safe and would have
been satisfied with a bogey 5
on No.18, he sank an 80-foot
putt to save pat.
Rogers held a two-stroke
lead over Fiori as the final
round started, but that
quickly went by the boards
as,Rogers, who had birdied
the first two holes in each of
the previous three rounds,
opened with a bOgey while
Fiori birdied to climb into a
tie.
Although Fiori _ did. not
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Fiori birdied No.6 to gain a
tie with Simons and went
ahead to stay when Simons
took a bogey 6 on No.7. Fiori
finished the front nine with a
3-under-par 33 and tacked on
birdies at the 12th and 15th
holes.
It was Fiori's second tour
victory, the other coming in
the 1979 Southern Open when
he defeated Tom Weiskopf in
a playoff. The $54,000 payoff
boosted his earnings this
year to nearly $90,000.

Young McEnroe borrowed
some pages from the
Swede's book to score his
epic victory. He hit with
some 65 per cent of his wicked, sometimes wideswinging left-handed services, enabling him to move
in swiftly and put away the
volley.
The 22-year-old American,
three years Borg's junior,
admitted that he closed out
of his mind all the furor of
the last two weeks during
which he constantly feuded
with linesmen, umpires and
the critical British press and
drew a succession of warnings, penalties and fines.

Prites Good July 1
Thru July 8

have a single bogey in the
round, he fell behind Simons,
who birdied four of the first
five holes to take a one shot
lead.

There's a

I've Got
The Shield

Sports Information Directors in Philadelphia last
week.
The programs were edited
by MSU Sports Information
Director Doug Vance and his
assistant Kenny Klein.

OLYMPIC PLAZA

Fiori Shakes Off Pressure To Set Record
BY JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
OAK BROOK, Ill, ( AP I —
Ed Fiori felt the pressure
mounting Sunday, but the
relatively unknown touring
pro shook it offlo capture the
top prize of $54,000 with a
record-shattering performance in the 78th Western
Open.
"The pressure was there
anerlisually scares me to
death, but I handled it well,"
said Fiori.
Fiori fired a final round 67
over the hazardous 7,097yard Butler National layout
and finished with a 72-hole
total of 277, 11 strokes under
par, and four shots better
than the previous Westernat-Butler record of 281

with a 4-6, 7-6, 7-6, 6-4 victory
Saturday on the Center
Court's chopped-up grass.
Five straight Wimbledon
crowns, 41 match victories
without a loss covering half a
decade has been broken on
the taut gut strings of
McEnroe's wooden racket.
Now the two move to
McEnroe's home grounds —
the U.S. Open at Flushing
Meadow — on a hard, fast
artificial surface where the
American has won the last
two years and the young
Swede, with six French
crowns and five Wimbledons
dangling at his belt, his
never prevaileil.
It should provide an exciting head-to-head series
between the sport's impeccable and imperturbable
Borg and the volatile,
always-ready-to-explode
McEnroe.

It is the quiet "Shane"
against the snarling man in
black in a saloon shootout. It
is a tennis version of those
wild wrestling matches —
always the good guy, like
Gorgeous George; against
the villain, the Mad
Strangler.
It's hard to recall when
tennis has produced two
rivals so oppposite in personality and style yet so
closely matched.
Since they began whaling
away at each other with 100
mph services and chalkraising placements in 1978,
they have met in 13 tournaments and been involved
in 40 sets.
Borg holds a slight edge in
victories, 7-6, but McEnroe
has won the last two. In the
40 sets they have played, the
score is a standoff 20-20.
Thirteen of the sets have
been tiebreakers, McEnroe
winning nine.
"The tiebreak is an advantage for John," torg said
after being dethroned as
Wimbledon king. "It is his
kind of game, big serve and
volley, quick points.
"Me? I am better when we
have long rallies."

113

DAN McNUTT
-522 W. MAIN
(OLD NATIONAL NOVEL DWG)
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Summer Baseball At A Winne

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
GOLF
DORION, Quebec (AP) — Jan
Stephenson rolled in a 15-foot bu-die
putt on the 11th green to avert a possible three-way playoff and win the
• 000 Ladies Prolemional Goff
Association Peter Jackson Classic at
the Stampedes Golf Club.
It was the first tour victory of the
season for Stephenson, who last won in
March 1980, capturing the Sun Qty
Classic in Anemia
She recorded a 1-over-par 73 for a 72hole total of 278 over the 6,287-yard
course and finished .Ole stroke ahead
of Nancy Lopez-Melton and Pat
Bradley. Patty Hayes finished fourth,
four strokes behind Stephenson, and
Sandra Haynie was one stroke back ui
fifth.
LINKOPING, Sweden (API —
Severiano Ballesterce of Spam shot a
final-round 5-under-par 66 and scored
a five-stroke victory in the $100,009
Scandinavian Enterpnse Open God
Championships.
He shot an 11-under-par 273. on the
6,504-yard Linkoping Country Club
course.
Spain's Antonio Gamdo set a course
record with a 65 that gave lum second
place at 278. Nick Faldo of Britain
finished third at 281.
BOWLING
DENVER(AP) — Tom Baker rolled
1,432 in the third round to bring his
tournament total to 4,480 — a 248
average for 18 games — and maintain
a 132-pin lead in the $16,000 Denver
Open.
Baker, who had set PBA records of
1,613 for six games and 3,037 for 12
games, led second-place Al Stonurn,
who fired 1,532 for a 4,337 total. Next
was Pete Weber at 4,299, followed by
Mike Aulby and Freddy McClerkin,
both in fourth place at 4,171.
TRACI AND FIELD
ATLANTA1AP) — Craig Virgin led
25,000 people across the finish line,
breaking his previous record and winning the 10,000-meter Peachtree Road
Race for the third straight year.
Virgin finished in 28 minutes, 3
seconds, breaking the mark of 26:30.5
he set in 1979. Rod Dixon of New
Zealand finished second in 28:11, and
Ireland's Adrian Leek was third in
28:24.
Allison Roe of New Zealand won the
women's title in 32:38, breaking the
record of 32:48.54 set by Patti Lyons
Catalano last year. Ann Audain of New
Zealand finished second in 33:18 and
Sue King of Palmerdale, Ala., was
third in 33:38.
FRANKFURT,West Germany(AP)
Jarmila Kratochvilova of

Czechoslovakia was the uidividuai
standout in the women's European
Cup semifinals track and held meet at
Wald Stadium, won by East Germany
Kratochvilova captured the 400
meters in this year's world beat time
of 49.17 seconds, while establishing a
Czechoslovakian national record for
that distance. She also beat East Germany's Baerbel Woeckel in the 200
meters in 22.26 and led 4 z 400 meters
relay team to second place behind the
East Germans.
East Germany had 112 points, while
West Germany wound up with with 97
Czechoslovakia was third with Si and
Poland fourth .1 79.
HELSINKI AP — Pole vaulter
Keith Stock cleared 18 feet, 44
:inches
for a British record to break Brian
Hoopeee old mart by a haff Inch and
lead Britain past the Soviet Union in a
semifinal meet of the European Cup
track-and-field series.
In the 5,000 meters, Britain's Barry
Smith edged the Soviet Union's Valery
Abramov at the tape to win by onehundreth of a second in 13 minutes,
47.02 seconds. Allan Wells of Britain
won the 200 meters in 20.81, while
teammate Sebastian Coe took the 800
meters in 1:47.57.
Britain collected 134 points in the
two-day event against Soviet Union's
In, and advanced to the finals in
Yugoslavia, Aug. 15-16.
Finland placed third with 115.5
Points, Yugoslavia fourth with WI,
Bulgaria fifth with 83.5, Sweden sixth
with 75, Norway seventh with 64 and
Turkey eighth with 20 points.
NEW YORK(AP) — Bill Rodgers of
the Greater Boston Track Club,
America's premier distance runner,
captured the second annual Pepsi
Challenge 113,000-meter run in 29
minutes, 30 seconds.
The 6.2-mile event started on the
New Jersey side of the George
Washington Bridge and ended in Inwood Park,in the Bronx.
Rodgers, winner of the Boston and
New York marathons,topped afield of
3,217 and held off Odin Sanders of the
Milrate Athletic Association in the
stretch to win by 30 yards.
Mary Wazeter won the women's title
in 35:13.8.

Key Sparks Indians To Junior Babe Ruth Win

In the only Junior Babe
Rodney Key was the winn- complete game.
had a double and a triple,
The Twins clinched the slipped by the Cards, 19-17,
Ruth game played during ing pitcher for the Indians as
Key also led the Indians' scored one run and drove in regular season champion- and the Yankees belted the
the weekend, the Indians he had five strikeouts and hitting with three hits, in- three and Rusty Wright had ship in the Park League with
Pirates, 12-3.
beat the Tigers,8-2.
allowed six hits during his cluding a double, while scor- two hits and scored a run.
an 18-17 win over the Astros
For the Phillies, Allen
ing two runs and driving in
For the Tigers, Brad Skin- Friday.
Rayburn had a home run and
one.
ner had two hits, including a
The Twins were led by two singles and Ed Chapman
Jon Billington also had double, and • drove in two
Travis Turner, who had a had two triples and a single.
three hits and scored two runs while Mark had two home run, a double and two
The Cards were led by
runs while David Whitten hits.
Jeremy
Speight, who had
Mandon
and
singles,
by
In a pair of games played had two home runs and JenWelch, who had a home run, two home runs and a triple
and by Josh Dick, who two
June 29 in the lower division ny Hamilton had one.
a double and a single.
triples and a single.
of the girls softball league,
The Cougars' homers were
For the Astros, Joey
In the Yankees' win,
the Nats beat the Stars, 15- hit by Lisa Cupo, Rosie MerBazzell had a home run and
Charlie Marello and Tim
10,and the Choppers beat the ritt and Christy Darnell
two singles while Doug
Dillingham each had a triple
Cougars,9-5.
while ICristy Hohman had
Payne had two doubles.
while Heath Crouch and BenFor the Nats, Cindy Spann one for the Cougars.
In the other two Park ji Kelly also had triples for
In the only game played in inside the park home run and
League games, the Phillies the Pirates.
the Little League Friday,the a double. Jimmy Baker had
A's defeated the Twins, 7-4, a triple and Roger Herndon
as Tony Robinson provided added a double to the A's atpractically all the ingre- tack.
dients for the win.
Robinson had 14 strikeouts
For the Twins, Aaron Barin his six innings pitched rett and Trice Seargent each
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— the Utah Jazz, are by no along with connecting for an had a triple.
A duel between former means the only attractions in
Check Our Prices
University of Louisville a game that has dravm 26,500
guard Darrell Griffith and fans in its first two years.
former University of KenThe UK roster will include
tucky guard Kyle Macy may current NBA players Dan
be featured in the third an- Issel, Kevin Grevey and
nual Great Kentucky Rick Robey and former NBA
ATCet 25OR
Shootout, according to the players Louie Dampier and
event's sponsors.
Jack Givens.
ATC 110
That possibility is raising
U of L has its share of past
a tantalizing question in and present pro stars in Rick
Kentucky hoopdom, accor- Wilson, Wes Unseld, Jim
ding to Jack Will of the Price
and
Junior
Bel Air Center
Greater Louisville-Western Bridgeman.
Kentucky chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis
By The Associated Press
Society, sponsor of the
HOCKEY
Natives!Hockey League
game.
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Signed
Will said his organization
Bob McCammon to a three-year contract as coach of the American Hockey hopes the combination of the
League's Maine Mariners.
two basketball greats will
pack a crowd of 16,000 or
more into Louisville's
Freedom Hall on Aug.28.
"When you get Macy and
Griffith on the same floor, I
• would think so," said Will.
Both basketball giants
have agreed to play in the
summer showcase that matches a team of ex-UK greats
against a team of former U
F. Werker refused to issue of L standouts.
the injunction and the
Macy, who helped lead
players' walkout quickly Kentucky to the 1978 NCAA
followed.
championship, and Griffith,
The owners were confident who did she same . for
they would be victorious at Louisville in 1980, never had
the NLRB hearing. The a head-to-head confrontation
players claimed the owners in college.
had bargained in bad faith
Griffith played in last
and that by allowing the year's Shootout, but Macy
players' to examine their wasn't on hand for the
event.
A recent survey proved it. Four out of five adults use the Yellow Pages to find the
records, the owners might
Until late ThurAclay night,
products and services they want. What's more, over eighty percent of those folks
prove that compensation is Macy, who plays
for the
follow up their Yellow Pages references with a phone call or a visit.
necessary. The players say Phoenix Suns,
was still a
These numbers confirm that an ad in the Yellow Pages is a powerful sales tool that
that such financial informa- doubtful participant
in this
can really deliver the customers. And with the ever increasing cost of'gasoline, it's
tion is critical to their year's game.
bargaining position.
becoming an even more powerful sales tool.
"But he's confirmed," Will
Slated to appear at the said Friday. "He's commitIf you want to sell, get in Bell, South Central Bell's Yellow Pages. And tell your
hearing were Grebey; ted to play. He wanted
prospective
customers what they need to know aboutyour business.
to
Miller; Commissioner Bowie play all along. It was just a
Kuhn; Daniel Silverman, question of time schedules
New York regional director and what was going on in
of the NLRB, who was sub- Phoenix."
poenaed by the owners;
Macy and Griffith, who
Calvin Griffith, owner of the was named,NBA Rookie of
Minnesota Twins, and Ruly the Year while playing for
Carpenter, owner of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
"I would expect a
substantial part of the
HENLEY-ON-THAMES,
testimony to be the same(as England (AP) — The United
before Werker)," said States Olympic rowing team
Miller.
did not get a chance at the
Miller also charged that gold medals in Moscow last
not all owners were being year because of the
given full information on American boycott of the
negotiations by the PRC.
Games. The women's coxed
"You've got some fours made up for it at the
with flowers"
owners," he claimed, "who Henley Royal Regatta this
•A wide selection of
don't know if they are in the weekend.
fresh flowers
or
majority the minority."
Calling themselves the
•Potted Plants
As the strike entered its 1980 Rowing Club, the U.S.
• NaturCraft artificial
25th day, it became even Olympic crew won the inmore unlikely that the All- vitation event,easily beating
arrangements
lime
Star Game, scheduled for Adanac, the Canadian naFlower\
•Corsages
.Ra- i
,...-,:•.
ShOID
July 14 in Cleveland, would tional squad, in the coxed
•Fruit baskets
be played then. The strike fours to become the first vic7._
would have to end early this torious women's crew at
.Park S1'91111
Florists Worldwide
week for the players to be Henley. This was the first
Delivery
--1 I
ready to resume action by year women were allowed to
Wedding Co-ordinators
432 Azalea Road
then.
compete here.
Plant care classes
Across the street from
City-wide delivery
Southstde Park
Open 9 am to 6 prn Mon-Sat

Nats, Choppers Win
In Girls Softball League

Robinson leadss
To 7-4 Win Behind 14
K's, Inside Park Homer

Macy, Griffith May
Duel In Shootout

•••

ATC FUN
HEADQUARTERS

Pier I Welcome
Back Summer Sale

All
Tropical Furniture
At
,
Fantastic Bargains‘Pier
•,s,
cyo)
-(eYocwv l •

Transactions

4outofSpeople
in our book
beforetheyshop
in yourstore.

Two Sides Attend
Meeting Of Labor
Relations Board
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The warring sides in the
major league baseball strike
were to attend a National
Labor Relations Board hearing today that was expected
to take up too much time to
allow any negotiations.
The hearing, before an administrative law judge, was
set for 11 a.m. EDT this morning in New York. The
NLRB will examine the
players' charge that the
owners were guilty of unfair
labor practices.
The players were hoping
the hearing would lead to
their getting access to the
owners' financial records.
Originally scheduled for
June 15, the hearing had
been postponed three times.
The owners' Player Relations Committee, headed by
Ray Grebey, and the Major
League Players Association,
led by executive director
Marvin Miller, met on Saturday. At the end of that session, the players told the
owners' representatives to
get in contact with them
once they had another offer
to present to the striking
players.
There has been no major
league baseball since the
strike, over the issue of compensation for a free agent,
began June 12. Through the
July 4th weekend,303 games
had been lost to the walkout.
The NLRB sought an injunction last month that
would have put off the
owners' compensation program for one year'. But US,
District Court Judge Henry

Twins Clinch Park Title
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Rowing Team Wins
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RICHARDSON, TREVATHAN and HOWE
Certified Public Accountants ,
are pleased to announce that

have been admitted to the firm as partners,
effective July 1, 1981 •
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Six Fair Contestants Named
Six of the 40 entrants for
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest scheduled for Friday,
July 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State
University, are
featured today.
The contest is sponsored
by the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the
Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
according to Janice Nix and
Sue Spann, co-chairman for
the contest. The contestants
are sponsored by a club or
room in their schools.
Valerie Sue Wynn, 17, is
the daughter of Sue and Jimmy Wynn, 1500 Canterbury,
Murray. Sponsored by
Homeroom 12 at Murray
High School, she graduated
from the school in the class
of 1981. Her special interests
include skiing, swimming,
and working with art. She
plans to attend Beauty
School.
Tiffany May Taylor, 17, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John G. Taylor of Murray
Route 7. Sponsored by her
homeroom, she will be a
senior at Murray High
School this fall. Her special
interests include band president and field commander,
speech team, dancing, and
swim team. She plans to attend college and go into
some form of communications.
Cheryl Rose, 17, is the
daughter of Joseph and Barbara Rose of 808 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray. Sponsored by
her homeroom at Murray
High School, she will be a
senior there this fall. Her
special interests include
music, working with
animals, cooking, marching
band, drawing, and swimming. She plans to attend college working toward a
careerin tohiputer science.
Kathy Roberts, 17, is the
daughter of Charles and Ann
Roberts of 520 Whitne

Kellie Overbey

Pam Padgett

Kathy Roberts

Cheryl Rose

Avenue, Murray. Sponsored Volunteer at the hospital,
by the Student Council at swimming, reading, band,
Murray High School,she will and Explorer Post member.
be a senior there this fall. She plans to attend Murray
Her special interests include State University working
band field commander, stu- toward her degree as a
dent council, Black and Gold registered nurse.
Kettle Overbey, 16, is the
newspaper staff, and TrAlpha. She plans to attend daughter of Ed and Jackie
Murray State University and Overbey, Camelot Division,
Murray Route 7. Sponsored
major in accounting.
Pam Padgett, 17, is the by the Speech and Drama
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Club at Murray High School,
Earl Padgett of 1309 she will be a senior there this
Kirkwood Drive, Murray. fall. Her special interests inSponsored by her homeroom clude piano, Spanish, voice,
at Murray High School, she speech,drama,and dancing.
will be a senior there this She plans to attend college
fall. Her special interests in- with a double major in
clude Tr -Alpha, Teenage drama and communications.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Imitate
4 Armadillo
9 Youngster
12 Barn sound
13 Citrus fruit
14 Guido's high
note
15 Smaller
17 Small beetle
19 Coffeehouse
21 Thallium
a22 Unaspirated
25 Bitter vetch
27 Preposition
31 Greek letter
32 Fall guy, in
a way
34 Goofed lava
35 Gibber
36 Reverence
37 Part of a qt.
38 Meditate
41 Spelling
contest
42 Medal winner

4.3 Still
44 German title
45 NJ's neighbor
47 Bristle
49 Turn aside
53 Decayed
57 Macaw
58 Specks
80 Anglo-Saxon
mono,
61 Wager
62 SOWS
83 Zing
—DOWN
1 Office: Ger.
2 Hawaiian
food
3 Vast age
4 A certain
Athena

5 Flawlessly
6 Here I —
7 Quarrel
6 Dillseecl
9 Bulgarian
money
10 Name in
sports
11 Pigeon pea
16 Sweet treat
18 Encomium
20 Time period
22 Dog chain
23 Russian
stockade
24 Than: Scot
26 Splashed
28 Negative
29 Candle
30 Aquatic
mammal
32 Former
French coin
33 Sheep
35 Range
39 Teutonic
1

2 11

Answer to Saturday's Punk

COMO s1210 UCOU
UMW UOM MUM
MUM NUM MUM
MUMUU UOMMUO
OM MOO
COM MUUMUU
OMU IMMO OM
UMOMUUCIO UUU
EMU UM
OMUOUU MUUMUU
COMO MOO MUM
MOO OUU UOU0
MOO ODU UUMU
deny
40 Roman
bronze
41 Exist
44 Turban
46 Limbs
48 Hurl
49 Smear
4

50 Anger
51 Large tub
52 — the line
54 Lid
55 Before
56 Short sleep
59 Tellurium
symbol
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6 BAND
'
Tiffany May Taylor

Valerie Sue Wynn

TRAVEL HASSLE-FREEI
ENJOY

HASSLE FREE TRAVEL' Write RIGHT NOW for the most complee sod
iiformansie color catalogue featuring 70 most-neoffl trovel essoatiols M
make your tnp easor
Voltage converters ood adaptors. travel security devices, spoce-soviog
orgootters, film shields dual voltage mini-appliances, moory heks---iless
ore wit a sampling of our coomment, nonmetvm
fold-ewey,
easy-to-carry trenlwore spaiatties
Make those last-mimite porches's from the
comfort el your ham without Most*, *mill
endless shops onsl department stores. WRITE
TODAY' Please inched, Si 00 which will be
refunded to yes wpm porches'
The Tr•esolo,. Inc 9701 Wilshire Si . Suite 710, Sere•ny WS* CA 50212

Sale
JulyONClearance
ALL ACCESSORIES
VETTER SOUND

II Radio Housing

Special Deals
On Tires, Largest
Selection In
The Area

ALUMINUM COLLECTION
The Murray High
Band Boosters aluminum collection has begun. Pictured at the dumpster are Tiffany Taylor and Kathy
Roberts.

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - Last
spring at a health fair
endorsed by the county medical society a blood test
revealed that my triglycerides were 212. Since many
people took the blood test it
would help if you would
comment on triglycerides in
your column. Also, if your
level is high, should you be
on a special diet or do you
need to take medicine?
DEAR READER — Triglyceride is fat. When the
triglyceride level in your
blood is measured, the
amount of fat in your blood
is measured. Don't blame
the long word on doctors. It
is the work of the chemists
and indicates there are three
fatty acids in the molecule.
Monoglycerides and diglycerides are also fats, containing one and two fatty
acids respectively. These
terms are commonly seen in
the ingredients listed on food
labels.
It is generally agreed that
your triglyceride level
should be below 150 mg. Its
importance is based on the
belief that high levels may
contribute to an increased
chance of having fatty-cholesterol deposits in your
arteries that lead to heart
attacks and strokes. However, there are good studies
that show that if your triglyceride level is high, but all
your other studies such as
cholesterol are low or optimal that the triglyceride
level is not so important. It
is important if you have both
a high cholesterol and a high
triglyceride level.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 15-2,
Understanding Your Cholesterol, Triglycerides and
Other Blood Fats, to explain
these relationships. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
_1551„,_ Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10010.
The test is not as reliable
as most cholesterol tests. It
has no value unless taken in
the fasting state. Since the
stomach may not empty a
heavy fatty meal for 12
hours or more, it is clear
that your eating habits may
influence your immediate
test results. Fat is readily
absorbed from your small
intestine into your blood
stream once it gets out of
the stomach. So the first
thing is to repeat the test
fasting and after a light lowfat meal the night before.
Many people with true
high triglycerides can often
lower them by losing body
fat through sensible dieting
and an improved exercise
program. These people do
not require medicine.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
was shocked this morning

about

your

column

on

diabetes. My father and sister both died from diabetes.
We have been told all our
lives that diabetes is an
inherited disease. My sister
never had the mumps, even
though my brother and I and
our pet dog did. I have
numerous friends who have
diabetes. The grandson of
one of my friends suddenly
was found to have it and her
son-in-law threatened to kill
her because of it. Now, if
diabetes is not inherited,
don't you think everyone
should know about it?
DEAR READER — You
are having a problem many
people have understanding
medical conditions. You cannot assume that just because
heat can cause a rash that
every rash is caused by heat.
Diabetes can be caused by
damage by the mumps virus
of the islets of Langerhans
that produce insulin. It has
been proved in another case
to be caused by the coxsack-

Another school year is fast
approaching and the Murray
High School Band Boosters
are gearing up for another
sutcessful band year.
Even though this year the
band did not have a financial
goal, such as the New York
trip last year, there are
many ways that the Boosters
provide financial and other
support to the band program.Some of these are contest trips, uniforms, music
and social events.
One of the projects to be
continued this year is the
aluminum collection. The
dumpster provided for this
will remain at its present
location at 4th and Poplar.
This year there will be
special days during the months designated as collection
days.
• On those days, there will
be a concentrated effort by
the Boosters to collect as

Suit Filed Against
Dover VFW Club

many cans and other
aluminum as possible.
Anyone who wants to save
can.s or other aluminum for
this project will be able to
dial specific phone numbers
and have their collections
picked up at their homes.
The first collection day
will be July 7. Phone
numbers to call are 759-1889
or 753-3509. Collections will
be made between 5 and 9
p.m. on that day.
Other projects planned in
the coming months are a

rummage sale, downtown
barbecue, and an antique
show.
The Band Boosters feel
that this can be another successful year as they make
plans for projects that will
be of interest and will also
provide a service to the community, as well as helping in
their support of the band program.
Anyone having questions
about any of these activities
should contact a Band
Booster for information.

ie virus. It can be caused by
any process that causes pancreatitis that damages the
islets. In other instances you
can have an inherited tendency for diabetes. Like a
rash, diabetes can be caused
in many different ways.
There Is also a difference in
diabetes that begins in childhood and adult life.
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GWillfather's Pizza,
A pizza you can't refuse.
Hwy.641
Murray

7530023

Central
Shopping
Center

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'S
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Aluminum Drive Continues

DOVER, Tenn. (AP) — A
Philadelphia couple has filed
a $750,000 lawsuit against the
local Veterans of Foreign
Wars Club for allegedly selling liquor to a man later involved in a traffic accident,
officials say.
In the federal court
lawsuit, Randall and Deana
Puitt contend bartenders at
the club continued to sell liquor to Henry M. Wyatt of
Dover - when he was was obviously intoxicated.
Puitt was injured in an
automobile accident with
e ss
Avthorized
Wyatt on June 2, 1900, after
Wyatt left the VFW, officials
Dealer .
• al said. The actident occurred
92 tftStewartOctutitv-------Plamasiiiii,
.
Tyree Harris, a Nashville
attorney representing the
801 S.4th
Puitts, said his clients have
already filed a $650,000
tAwray,Ky. lawsuit
agninst Wyatt.

II

Reading triglyceride level

•s
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4

All regular priced
menu items
'4 price for children
under 12 when
accompanied
by an adult

DINNERS
INCLUDE:
BAKED POTATO
or FRIES
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR
&STOCKADE
TOAST

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

on the opening
of GrAfather's Pizza
of Murray.
We wish you the best in the future.

lwomme

HONDA

Danny Dunn •

Mane rithwir
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The Kingsmen Gospel Singing
Saturday, July 18,7:30 P.M.

MI=

DenseMien Derby
Thursday July 16, 7:00 P.M.

Fair Queen Beauty Contest
Friday July 10,7:00 P.M.

PROGRAM Of EVENTS
Friday, July 10, 1981
7:00 p.m.—Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

•

Monday, Judy 13, 1981
District Dairy SHrow-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.-4.H Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m.—Official Opening
7:00 p.m.—Farm Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 14, 1981
6:00 p.m.--Holestein & Friesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m.—Mini Rod Tractor Pull

Wednesday, July 15, 1981
6:00 p.m.—Jersey Cattle Show
.
—Family Night
7:00 p.m.—Horse & Mule Pull

Thursday, July 16, 1981
1:00 p.m.—Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m.-4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m.—Demo Derby

Friday, July 11, 1981

It

7:00 p.m.—Horse Show

Saturday, July 18, 1981
10:00 a.m.—Farm Bureau Day
4:00 p.m.—Pony Pull
7:30 p.m.—Gospel Music Show

.WANT ADSARE YOUR BUM
WATCH

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway Disrict Court by
Stephen C. Sanders, Administrator, of the estate of
E. Morris, DeceasBurnice
I'VE FEP YOU 50 OFTEN
ed. Exceptions to this setI CAN PO IT WITH
tlement must be filed in
MY EYES SMUT...
the Calloway District Court
on or before July,15, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
leb
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway Disrict Court by
Betty L. Jackson, Executrix,
SHE HELPS ME WITH MY
of the estate of Gertie
STAMP COLLECTION
Wilkins, Deceased. ExcepI
tions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before July 15,1981, the
-0101Liiii0.
date of hearing.
Ihe
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of acInc
Q ten Lwow Naive
/In
counts has been filed in the
Calloway Disrict Court by
'AND/BEETLE,
Louise Balentine, Executrix,
YOU CAN 670P
of the estate of Magdalene
)
4
4
P,
4
POING WWAT
Higgins Coleman, Deceased.
YOU HAVEN'T
Nalf
711.
VIN1
Exceptions to tnis settleBEEN
Ayer it 10
ment must be filed in the
0
jo
r1.
POING
Cefill
Calloway District Court on
ANYWAY
or before July 15, 1981, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway Disrict Court by
Charles Jones and Buel
Hargis, Co-Executors, of the
estate of Noah Jones,
Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before -July 15,
1981, the date of hearing.
- Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of ,accounts has been filed in the
Calloway Disriet Court by
Donald A. Jones, Ad).____,
.
IR HU&BANftl
ministrator, of the estate of
Ted Burlingame Brevref,Deceased. Exceptions to
WHO
this settlement must be fil15 HST .U.N:AFRO-ASIAN
ed in the Calloway District
NliVER
Court on or before July 15,
SEE Him. HUMAN RIGHTS DI
1981,the date of hearing.
mit COurt_
Clerk.
DIRECTOR
A final settlement of actountstarbeenrfiledirrtheCallOway Disrict Court by
•Daniol L , G1098r, Ad-

1

FOLLOW • ME
COME HERE,

POOCHIE

GOOD NEWS, ME-N,
THEY'VE FOUND
THAT SHINY
BOOTS MAKE
IT EASIER FOR
THE ENEMY TO
SPOT YOU

DARLINer, 1

CAN'T60 VV1TNOUT Tilt-LING MY

OFFICE. THEY'D
WORRY.-

Ow,

50, NO MORE HIGHLY.
POLISHED BOOTS

I'LL TAKE CARE OF
IT. WAIT HERE.

-•
,

nue ••••••••••-•.-•••.••••••••••••••••.,••••
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1. Legal Notice •

ministrator, of the estate of
William Ed Glover, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before July 15, 1981,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
- NOTICE 10 CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
District Court. All claims
'against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.

Sealed bids will be received
at the office of the Food
Service Director, Murray
City Schools, Austin Building. 9th and Main Streets,
until 9 am on July 17, 1981
for furnishing meat and
meat products to the
cafeterias of the Murray
City School System. Bid
forms may be obtained at
the Food Service Director or
will be mailed upon
request. .

2. Notice
SPECIAL
SALE
Satellite Antonnes.
Boy. direct from
Manufacturer. 180 TV
Stations. 602-622-2290

Zitell Goheen, Rt. 7,
Murray, KY, Deceased. Carl
Lockhart, Rt. 7, Murray, KY,
Executor. Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse, Murray, KY,
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
Sealed bids will be received
at the Calloway County
Board of Education Office,
Box 800, 2110 Colege Farm
Road, until 9 am on July
-17,• -4981 for __furnishing
meat and meat products to
the cafeterias of the
Calloway County School
System. Bid forms may be
Obtained at the office of
the Food Service Orector or
will be mailed upon
request.
Sealed bids will be received
at the Office of the
Calloway County Board of
Education, College Farm
Road, until 9 am Friday.
July 17, 1981 for furnishing
food and supplies to the.
cafeterias of the Calloway
County Schools. Bid forms
may be obtained at the
Calloway County--- BoreOffice- or will be....mailed
upon request. -

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600
SPECIAL •
Up to 75% off anal
Jew elry. Purchase
$100.00 or more and
get a set of 14kt gokl
earrings. A large
selection of diamond
rings, earrings, Void
chains, etc. to chomps
front
GOLD Et
SILVER
PAWN SHOP
airilPbc
Shopping Center
Open lam.toS p.m.
763-7113

with
Weddings
I distinction Call and 111
book early
I Carter Studio I
753 13198
300 Main

gm Ina eu""
'
City Schools. Bid firms may
be obtained at the office of
Sefiti-Gathe feed
Director Of will be mailed
upon request
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Fundiwe
We boy • sell - Sr
for 1 piece to Miele
sl SPKIAL for lb.
camels, 11041110111:
fruit len, by rise

What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

5. Lost & Found

-

Lost. Lady's gold watch, in
Murray. Saturday, June 21. Call 753-2845 after 6 PM.
Lost, female German
Shepherd, black and tan.
very -sliy....Has black spot
over each eye. Last seen in.
Sinking Springs area, Rt. 7.
Call collect, 1-522-3741.
Reward.

•

6. Help Wanted

Sealed bidsmill be received
at thlt:Office of the Food
Service Director, Murray
City Schools, Austin Building, 9th and Main Streets.
until 9 am on Friday, July
17, 1981 for .furnishing

•ele

2. Notice

.

.„.....„
...
'...I

Auto mechanic or muffler
installer. Experience or
education required. Salary
negotiable: full time. Action
Personel, 753-6532.
Car dealer's mechanic. All
types of Mechanical work
done for car dealers only.
Call 75.9-1275.
Do you need a lob, and
hope for the future' Are you
16 to 19 years old, no high
school diploma or G.E.D., a
school drop-out of 9
mouths or more, unemployed? Call Calloway
County High School (7535479, ask for Jim Nix.)
Experiencd body man.
needed. Apply in person,of----call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
Experienced sales person.
Call 753-2600.
•
GENERAL MANAGER POSITION, PARIS, TN: Company
car, expense account plus
other fringe benefits. Salary
in the $20000 range.
depending on _experience.
Route distribution manage
ment experience helpful
.Out not a requirement,
Management of people
necessary -To' affv7..for
• personal interview, send
rmei
salary history' and re
ferences to: Marion Pepsi- Cola • Bottling ornpant,
P.O.. tkix 129, Marion, IL
62959-Attn: V.P. Perionnel.

41.
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6.Help Wanted
HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan. High
commission. No ivestment. delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write. MERRI-MAC
801 Jackson St., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Wanted, Body Repair man
Apply at Taylor Truck Body
Repair. Rt. 4, Murray, KY
753-5617
Want someoneto disc and
level yard. Call 753-2467
1. StoragiBldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Metal storage shed. 8x10
ft.$150 759-11'39:

Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751

10. Business
Opportunity
$180 Per Week Part Time
Webster.
at
Home.
America's foremost dictionary company -needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience - unnecessary.
-CAN- 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
5112.
$350 weekly, stuffing
.envelopes. No grmicks. For
information, send self
addressed, stamped envelope to Bob. Seward
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
02180.
•
Immediate opening, in
Camden, TN. On the
job training, requires artistic talent. good . manual
dexterity, willingness to
learn. Work hard. Opportunity for career advancement.
Apply with personal information to Box 1040-Z.

12. Insurance
INSURANCE CO.
JIM FAIN'
AGENT
514 So. 401 SA
Murray, Ky.. 47071
14•11. MOM 753-0132
Kos: M022 71524.1711
LIFE.14EALTI4, NOME
CAM

14. Want To Buy
Comic books. Want to buy
in good shape-. Book Rack.
753-4821.
Large aquarium. 753-0089.
< Used chest freezer. Call
436-2438.

15. Articles For Sale
Oak an'd Hickory firewood
cut triorder. 436-2805.
Oregon chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar.
$7.99, or 20" bar,"$8.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Potting :soil 40 lbs; top soil
40 lbs; Peat humus 40.1bs;
cow manure 40 lbs; lawn
lime 50 lbs; all $1.99. Play
sand 55 lbs; $2.89. Central
Shopping Ctr.
Tomato juicer, Victorian
200. No peeling, coring or
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry
screen -or grape spiral,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Used pine lumber, window,
doors, central gas heat and
air unit. CAN 753-$649.

16. Home'
__• --Furnishings

20. Sports
3k Business Rental
Equipment
Model 59, 9mm, automatic
Smith and Wilson nickle
plated " pistcd. $300. Call
753-8184.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
f

22. Musical
MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano, Organ,
guitar beginners
or advanced child
or oduh.
CLAYTON'S
NOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575

lAisl
INereboase
Storage Spate
For Rost
153-4758

31. Want To Rent
Wanted nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

32. Apts. For Rent

Now is the Hoe to
tore to the Embassy
Apartments. Two
bedroom apartment
for rent. Call 1534331 or 153-3530.

.Real Estate
34. Houses For Rent 43House for rent. Located on
12th St., near University.
Two bedroom, 'partially
furnished. 753-8146 OF
753-2437.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
iratiatiing kg Senior Citizen!..

--1141111115171- Moo.,Toes., Mors., Fri., Set.
-1=T2 753-3615
. for Appoints**

37. LivestockSupplies
Sean., BMWs, Ilillfolds,
delis, Nes, if Ws Weber
we esiftalal
MURRAY
LEANNE
COMPANY

Mainland Shop. on.
Opor Daly
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
Visitors_
753-8467.
welcome.

38. Pets-Supplies

753-8080

$9750 can buy you this 4
bedroom house located on
Hwy 280, on approximately
2 acres with a smooth and
lovely yard and nice shade
trees. Has garden space.
also several outbuildings.
Come let us show you this
one. Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.
VERY NICE OLDER
HOME - No. 105. Nice trees
in front for shade: has
shrubs. Frame home has
been recently refinished on
the inside and offers 2
bedrooms, both, kitchen
with range. Window air conditioning unit. Electric
baseboard beat, same insulation, carpeted floors, city water, 2 porches, utility
town. Fronts paved road
and lion a corner let. Only
'Neck* to Stores. En town.

Strout Realty
PT

11ENNON Maker

Mosswy, RoMupdry 42071

sees. m 753-01111
WI

753-1222
ramie% rim

Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of
knowing
how your dog
24. Miscellaneous
really communicates. 4361919. -8x16- utility trailer,
2 be4 2858.
tandum axle, • electric Duplex for rent: applian' For sale: Adorable Persian
kitchen
all
drooms,
brakes. Call 759-4423.
ces, central heat and air, kittens. CFA, ACFA cham20 Amp service pole with central vacuum system. pionship bloodlines. Com25' copper lead in wire. 753-8146 or 753-2437.
pletely trained to Make
$250. 75375767..
Equal housing opportunity excellent housepets. Paper
4 HP self propelled for those who qualify. Call available. 753-8291.
Greencrafi lawnmower. Like Murray Manor Apartments, For sale: Golden Hampsters.
new, $125.
153-8668 from 9;00 to Call 435-4158 after 3 PM.
- Call 753-8184.
For sale: Dorm size re- 12:00, monday through 40. Produce
frigerator. Practically new. Friday.
For sale: Sweet corn. Call
489-2169.
Extra nice, unfurnished, 2 before 3 PM,492-8991.
Lattice panels for screens bedrooms, kitchen applianand decorative use, both ces furnished, central heat Sweet corn. 753-8848
interior and exterior. and air, carpet, washer, before 9 PM.
dryer, hookup, lease and Will sell June apples.
Murray'Lumber Co.
deposit required. re- Tucker Orchards, Landfill
-Let's go fishing!" Red ferences required. Available
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh August 1st. No pets. Rd. Call to reserve order.
489-2467.
from bed to box. Free cane 759-1750. ,
Public Sale
41.
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt..6.. B0X 325 (Jrvan Cobb Furnished one bedroom Moving - sale. - - Everything
Rd.), Murray. KY 42071. apartment. Private entr- goes. Cultivator, chickens.
ance. Close to MSU. Call
Phone 436-5894.
hpusehold items, furniture,
753-7418.
Riding mower, 8 HP, $150.
6tc. Call 489-2330.
Looking for a nice, low
Call 753-8895.
priced, furnished or un- 43. Real Estate
Treated rustic and basket furnished one bedroom
weave fencing in stock. For apartment? Call 753-3949.
information, call Murray
One and - 3 bedroom
Lumber Co. 753-3161.
furnished apartments adWait and burn green wood -joining M.S.U. Call 753Pl° BOYD-MAJORS
or order now and burn 3134.
seasoned wood.. Call 436REAL ESTATE
Three room apartment with
2758.
753-8080
basement. Elderly couple or
26. TV-Radio
Professional Services
one elderly person. Call
With The Friendly Touch"
753-6819.
WATERFRONT
New Magnavox
Two 2-bedroom partially
CREEK
CYPRESS
25" Color
furnished apartments.
Beautiful 3 B.R., 2
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
TV
bath quality home
references required. $130
$25 Down
lake
overlooking
Phone
monthly.
and
$175
$25 A Moak
lodge).
(perfect
for
753-8731.
4-Tim Karrinefy
All draperies
Opal Daly TO I P.M.
Two bedroom apartments in
range, disposal,
setting,
carpeted.
attractive
CLAYTON'S
dishwasher, exhaust
central heat and air.
fan, carpeting inAcross from Big K
kitchen appliances furCozy
cluded.
nished, washer/dryer hook
bathroom
fireplace,
753-7559.
753-7550,
or
up.
RCA Selectavision videowith skylights, full
disc player. New, $400. Call
Large
vanity.
767-2548.
Nov leasing
boathouse, boat dock
27. Mobile Homes
with intercom to
Ml1R-CAI.
house. Let us show
For Sale
APARTMENTS
you this unique lake
10 x 55 Trailer.-excellent
property - you'll be
1, 2 & 3 bedroom units from
condition. 751-1551 nights,
impressed!
$165.00 per an. Han753-9104 days.
IN NORTH
conNewly
unit.
dicapped
12 x 40 Clean, used trailer.
HILLS-NEAR
air,
and
heat
centre
structed
Call 753-7438.
CITY PARK
carpeted, kitchen appliances.
12 x -60 Trailer. See
listed - imJust
9:M-Non.-Fri.
Hairs
Office
Branden Dill, Dill's Trailer
maculate 3 bedroom,
12401,1W
Ct.
1 bath B.V. home,
Northwood Or.
electric heat, wall air
1975 12x60 Furnished
Ny.
Nerray,
range,
house trailer-washer/dryer,
conditioner,
5024594984
dishwasher, air-conditioner,
dishwasher,
utility pole and box, and 'foul Heasine OpparOnity
refrigerator,
underpinning. 753-5867.
disposal, draperies
included. On large
Trailer in lot. One block Tina bedroom, in Norlot, with extra lot
from East Elementary. thwood. Carpet and beamed ceilings, washer and
available,city water.
Locust Drive..1,53-0258.
dryer, and all kitchen
This is an ideal
Two acre lot at Lynn Grove, appliances furnished. No
retirement or begin10 x 42 Detroiter Trailer, pets. $265 per month.
ner's home. Very
good well and septic. 12 x 753-0814.
priced at
reasonable
14 pump house, 24 x 20
$33,909-00garage, $10,5(10. Lot seper- Two bedroom duplex.
ate. $8400. Trailer, $2300. Central heat and air, outlets
for washer aild dryer. No
Call 753-6973.
pets. 753-9741.

For sale: Early American
couch. Maple end tables
and coffee table. All in
excellent 'condition.' Call
753-6391 after 5 pm.
28. Mobile Homes
Rent
s F-Nice bunk beds with
-11ous14 iFor Rent 3 bedroom furnished
dark
wood.
mattresses,
Also, portable, regulation- 2 Bedroom, Moody Mobile house, for three college
size basketball goal. Very Home Park. 160 per month. girls. For Fall semester.
sturdy. Call 753-6376 after $50 de'posit. 753-8411.
Near University. Call 7535:00.
Two bedroom trailer near 4974.
Two bedroom suits, 3 Mugay, no pets. Call Extra nice three bedroom
pieces to-each set; $50 a- - A89-2611.''
house located in Murray.
suit. 'One small - chest
per month; security
$495
Two
bedroom
trailer,
Leddrawers, $15. Four room
and 1 year lease
deposit'
size rugs, different sizes better Church Rd. $60 a required No pets Call
month.
354-6144.
and colors, $20 each. Call
753-0839.
753-0817.
29. Heating-Cooling 436-2935 or
101i4x12' Green shag rug. Whirlpool air-conditioner, 36. For Rent Or lease
Good condition. Call 753- 25,000 BTU, $250. Gall
5321.
489-2292.
Need It?
Rent NI
Concrete Snake,
We get- it and mach,
725 L. P. Allier St.
isfro Coissamilly Comer)
mach more.

i
4t
iaidaND

Call 7234118 ianyllosei

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendabie acres, 3
acres of woods,and 2
icturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for aft the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only 213,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all the

Horse County- io acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer. by. CENTURY .21,-,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, 515,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dregs 'shop for sale,
$8,000.
%roe&
Waldrop
Real Estate
emlie J. CaMey -1M-1717

CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST.
This home is just barely lived in. Features 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, and a spacious
great room • woth a large
beautiful fireplace. This
house is not only beautiful,
but is built for the practical
use of the everyday family.
The large kitchen and dining area are truly a blessing
to any harassed woman.
The private fenced back
yard and patio are perfect
for small ones in your family. So for beauty and just
plaia. everyday living, you
must see this dream of a
house today. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724

753-1222
110iTW4
,FOR LIVII1G

NEW
ATESBOROUGH
LISTING
Economical three
bedroom home only 3
years old. Home has
been maticulously
maintained both inside And out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling systemtlarge
two-car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only 462,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Heal SeO
vice in, Real Estate.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e Ilent
neighborhgod.
Features include living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-car
gem. 11.1incnilk,
,
has
roe_,
been
•0-'0"."

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
Three each, 2
Bedroom TFailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sale. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.

4.4

_

NI
lis PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Appraisels - Candling - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7534804
Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms Are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
3.4 baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low. 40's. Call 7531492. Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

113
MarrarCaliaaray
Canty Realty
(502)75341146

304K. 1216i
Noway,Ky.4207.1
Roy A.Itmvullieber

44. Lots For Sale

atigaw
)
7531222
OOMIN FORI Isaac

IMPRESSIVE
RESIDENCE
Approximately 4500
sq. ft. of living area
in this 5 bedroom, 3.42
bath Georgian style
home located where
city and County
meet. Large living
room with marble
fireplace,formal dining room, den with
fireplace. Many extras in q4Illity and
design with all the
appurtances of a truly luxurious family
home. Manicured
lawn with a variety
flowering trees,
flowers .. shrubs
cover 1 34 acres. Circular drive, brick
walkway and patio
accent this stunning
setting. Contact Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for Full-time
Real Estate Service.
INVEST IN THE
FUTURE
Located on South
12th St., this property
has excellent potential for a business
location. Currently
serving as rental property, it has two
bedrooms, one bath,
kitchen, living room
with fireplace and
den or dining. Adjacent corner,property
may also be purchased. Priced at only
$28,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.

Lake front .lots or five acre
wooded parcels near Kentucky -take on Kirby'
Jennings Trail (Ky 1918)
near Hamlin, Ky. Property
restricted to homes only.
Reasonably priced. Small
down payment balance
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates, Inc.,
1111 Sycamore, 753-0101
or 753-7531.

46. Homes For Sale
Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage,
on large lot. $49,900. Call
7512493 or 489-2145.
Bra house, 2 yrs. old.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
formal dining room, large
den, 2 car garage, concrete
drive. Large patio with
cedar fence. House has
many extras. Owner will
consider financing. See at
1809 -Wiswill Rd., or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
For sale by • owner, twobedroom home on a half
r
e
a
in Hazel. Needs some repair
work. May be., seen by
appointment. Call 7538581 Priced at $11,000.
Loghouse with woodstove,
greenhouse, 1 acre, outbuilding. Ph bath, 1900
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
drive to Murray. $26,000.
436-58”.
Reasonably priced in the
$40s. Zoned for business or
residental use. Attractive 4
bedroom house with 1 and
a/
1
2 baths, extra large living
room with fireplace,
kitchen-dining area, large
utility room. Economical
gas .heat. Central air
conditioning. Can be used
for office or residental or
both. One car garage. Large
wooded lot. Near 12th and
Sycamore. Ken Shores
Estates, Inc.
1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.

47. Motiscycles

Two bedroom home, over- .1980 Yamaha YZ 250,
looking Barkley Lake; wend- $895 Call 759-4712 after
burning fireplace, one acre 6.
lot, furniture, $28,500. Will
separate, will accept late 48. Auto. Services
model car or 1 ton truck in
trade. Call 9t4-5322.
KIT
Two-story cabin, two lots.
AUTO PARTS
Pine Bluff Shores. FurusS.In SL,
nished. Year round living;
Mammy,
Keadaeby
insulated, air-conditioned,
Ilattorloi,
tiros,
$25,000.
2 sun decks.
wheal errors, mato
753-5791, 759-1074, 753amemorin. 24 hoer
2649.
toswing. Also a caw
47. Motorcycles
pieta Um of mod
parts.
U.
,
.-.
1968 YZ100 for sale. Call
753-AWIR
after 5, 489-2483.
1975 Honda C8-125S street 49. Used Cars
bike, 1300 miles. $500. 1974 Dodge Charger. For
12" Black and White TV. sale, or will trade for
Call 753-3942.
smaller car. Call 437-4125.
1979 Moped. Good condition, 120 M.P.G. $325.
New, 1981 Pon753-3716.
tiac T-1000,
1979 qamaha HO. $150.
$5250.00
Call 437-4945.
For sale: 1973 500 Honda 4
cylinder. Good condition.
$1000. Call 753-9957 after
5 PM.
Yamaha GT-80. Good condition. $250. Call 753-7774.

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406W. Main
753-5315

F.

r

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
North City Ford
Ramada Drive
Madisonville, Kentucky
July 9, 1981
10:00 A.M.
OFFICE FURNITURE
4 Executive Desk, 4 Executive Chairs, 6 File
Cabinets, 4 Small Metal Desk, 4 Wooden Desk, 3
Secretary Desk, 3 Secretary Chairs, 3 Side
Chairs, 8 Regular Desk Choirs, Wooden Conference Table, 12, Brown Leather Chairs,
Upholstered Couch with 2 Chairs, Lamps, Pictures, Norman Rockwell Paintings, Credenza,
Calculator, Color TV, 1 Electric Typewriter, 3
Manual Typewriters. PA System, Time Clock,
Round Table, Showcase.
PASTS ROOM
Metal Shelving, Metal Cabinets, Ports and Bins,
Screw and Washer Cabinet, Drink Mochine, Key
Maker, Specialized Tools, Truck Bumpers, Motor
Oil, Dolly, 2 Micro Film Readers, 2 Parts
Cleaners.
SHOP EQUIPMENT
Fire Extinguishers, Vat-40 Sun Machine, Tut-915
Sun Machine, 2 Small Sun Machines, Front End
Alignment Machine, Engine Hoist, 2 Air Jacks,
Car Washer, Pressure Washer, Fan Exhaust
System, Overhead tub Machine, 2 Vices, Valve
Grinder, 3 Battery Chargers, 1-ton Chain Hoist,
760 P Towmotor Lift with 8000 Pound Capacity,
TO Work Benches, Red Arrow Bearing Press, 2
Grinder Wheels, Transmission Jock, Jock Stands,
Tire Changer, Champion 5. h.p. Air Compressor,
Air Hoses, Metal Storage Building, Paint Booth,
Paint, Spot Welder, Gas Caddy, Large Outdoor
Trash Containers.
TERMS: Buyer must have Cash, Cashier's
Check or Bank Letter of Credit unless a registered
buyer at our auctions and known by our sale personnel. No Exceptions.
Sale Conducted by

JAKE BROWN
AND ASSOCIATES
Aection and Real Estate
P.O. Box 7729
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
J.M.(Me Brown
Phones 442-9762
Auctioneer andiroker
or 554-9429

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad from The Paper
And 'save for A Handy Reference)

HUTCHING
SALES

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR

Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Soles & Service
In This Area
Day 753-6068
Night
436,2367

Chimney Sweep Service
AN Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983

MOBILE
HOME REPAIR
lastallhig, dews, eaderphisdag, maflap, lasting dean & mildews,
...LIPKIN pains 11-palles.
1:441* mai .-Orlia

Day
753.4150

TitD
Landscaping
lot Professionals
manicure year lewd.
Commercial and
Residential landscaping mod lame
maintongrampg.
, Mein www,
Service,
Intimates.

753-6973-

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aleminan and Vinyl
Wag, Custom trim
work. References.
Call WM Ed Balky,
753-0609.

Loyd A. McClure

4Paranr.

PrieedIn
io's. Price just

7S6-1222. for all the

• Farms .
130 acre good cattle
farm,7 miles out 121
S. Call listing agent
for more information.
75 acre farm near
New Providence.
Call listing agent for
more information.
6 acre hog farm 1%
miles from town.
pood well. Half acre
pond. Concrete block
hog barn. 3,000 white
pine trees on property.

753-989B
•

46.11ornes For Sale

fr•e

436-2333

Carrier
Duality Service'
Company
Nesting mid Air Conilitieeim Solos;
simr-terikr.

Radio Cab
Company

Taxi Cab.
Service
-Midnight
6 a.m.
7 Days A Week
phone

753-5351
Or 753-5352

GENERAL
NOME
REPAIR
Is yeimm emplibmies, aaN
pinny,eioneraN,
malla., Whip, Whew
araand Me home. Ma sk
bia mil Prim 155. •
_ ..
.

41.-N

1970 Bu
one own
and air.
Call 753-

II
ywi
tad a
fawn
chars

PARI

wato

Ows 753.
1133 24 i

1976 F
condition
767-449
1976 Jr
miles; n
Call 753'75 Char
p.b., air
FM ca
radio,'ar
mags(cr
miles. $1

•
,-•.4„t•

•
• ---

-

_
-

-

=
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49. Used Cars
1970 Buick Skylark, local,
one owner. Power steering
and air Good second car.
Call 753-8096
IINOTICEff
II you hive a wreck aid
need a wrecker please
request the policemen im
charge let you want.
PARKER FORD
WRiCKER SERVICE.
Days 753-5273, Melds 753113324 haw sinks. •
1916 Ford Elite, good
condition. $1150. Call
767-4454.
1976 Trans Am, 63,000
miles. new tires $2400.
Call 753-9710
'75 Charger Daytona, p.s.,
p.b., air-conditioner, AMFM cassette stereo. C.B.
radio, antenna. air shocks,
mags(cragers), 61,000
miles $1600. 753-3716.

1976 AMC Hornet Wagon,
air conditioned, cruise control, automatic one owner
Call 753-9341

50. Used Trucks
14-A International Doser
Chevy truck with 6100
miles rebuilt engine with
an 8. wheel low boy trailer.
18000. or best offer Call
437-4891
1966 Dodge Van. Excellent
condition. Automatic.
$795. 759-4845.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS,
AND TRUCKS available
many sell under $200 Call
(312) 742-1143 extension
2641 for information on
how to purchase
78 Ford Van Air, cruise,
tilt tinted windows Perfect to customize 7534953, 7'59-4005
Chevrolet 3 plus 3, Crew
,
b
a
and chasey. V8 automatic,
air. Would make ideal hot
rod hauler. $1750. 7591739.

50. Used Trucks
1969 Ford Van. Clean Best
offer. Call 753-7675.
.
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks. Many sell under
$200. Call 312-742-1143,
Ext. 2641 for info, on how
to purchase.

51. Campers
1917 Pace Arrow motor
home 25 ft., fully equiped
Located in Aurora, KY474-8884
Walktn camper for. pickup:
sleeps 4, $350. Call
753-8895.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
14' Polar Kraft, 24 horse
Johnson. tilt trailer, with
troller motor, lights, and 2
swivel seats. 753-7787
14' bass boat with 50 HP
Evettrude motor and trolling
motor. Excellent condition.
$1700. Call 759-1233.
28 ft Harris, flote boat.
Mock II series, excellent
condition. 120 HP 10. Many
extras. 502-753-4951.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniture a
new look! Located behind
Queen. Call
Dairy
753-8085.
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for. brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
delivery available. 4892853. 8 AM to5 PM.
Aluminum Service -Co.,'
aluminum and vinyl.'
siding, custom trim,
work. References. Call
Will Ed Batley, 7530689.

OVERLOOKING TOWN
No. 376 1 acre M/L, two bedroom rambler wit
nice kit. & bath, also has half basement, elec. &
wood heat, within view of store and church, comm.
water all for only $16,900.

EXCELLENT VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE
No, 345 Hillside lot 50x100 is 2 blocks from lake,
several shade trees, improved rood frontage.
Home offers 2 bedrooms and bath, some fur
nishings. Water from comm. well, $6500 lets yo
enjoy.

53. Services Offered 53. Unites Offered
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Big Joe's Small Engine
Repair, 808 Coldwater
Road, 753-8834. Chain
saws, lawn mowers, and
tillers. All makes. Andy
Elkins mechanic. Also have
used mowers for sale.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No lob too
small!
sidi54hp a Slakiles
*leftism. All work
t••d. fr••
timmeNs.
. Call 7,-ISSO go'

Air-conditioning and complete appliance service,
159-1322
College student wanting to
do odd lobs around yard
and house. Call 767-2548.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience.
753-5476.
Experienced mechanic.
Rates lower. 436-2805.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Firewood cut any length
mostly oak and hickory.
$20, delivered 489-2492 or
753-4157
For your House, Office, and
Carpet Cleaning. Carpet will
dry quickly. Please call
753-1979.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

BUY NOME,RENT DUPLEX
No. 415 /
1 2 acre M/L block from lake has 3
bedroom, bath, living room, utility room with
home, most furnishings with a detached carport.
Also a 2 bedroom, bath duplex with most furnishings makes it about ready to rent. Has carpet
.air coadiiioner in each. Live in the house'and rent
the duplex for income ond just think all for only
550,000.

RESIDENTIAL LAKE PROPERTY
No. 406 1/2 Acre Ma, 3 bedroom, bath, kitchen
with range and ref19., hardwood floors, basement,
gas and elec. heat, comm. water, attached garage.
Washer, dryer, microwave oven, freezer included.
ood lake view! be the proud owner for $35,000.

ON TWO LOTS IN LAKE DEVELOPMENT
No. 361 % acre M/L corner plot is on school bus
route, 1/2 mile to store and lake, Sports excellent
view, well insulated, has bath, 3 bedrooms 11x1 6
kitchen, 12x14 living room, carpet, elec. wall
heat, 24x24 carport, 10x1 8 and 9x1 0 sheds, well
for water, storm windows and doors go with home
only $34,900 for the lucky buyer.

Will do house cleaning
$4.00 an hour. Call
436-2292
GENERAL HOME REPAIR
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing
things
roofing, siding
around the home Free
estimates! No job too small
Call days 474-2359, 4742216 evenings
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or and
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

LAKE LOVERS DREAM
No. 402 1/2 Acre MA just seconds from Wildc
camp grounds on Kentucky Lake on blacktop roa
or 100 ft., 2 bedroom, bath, living room, glasse
in front porch, has well and comm. water, range,
refige, 2 window air conditioners and storage bldg.
tays at only $25,900.

QUIET SETTING
o. 373 1 acre, features 3 or 4 bedrooms, woo
urning fireplace, single car garage, 8 rooms, 1
losets, carpet and tile floors, elec. wall heat an
ir conditioner, community water only 7 miles fr
own, owner will consider financing. Onl
7,500.

CABIN FOR YEARROUND
. 417. 1/4 acre wooded lot near Kenlake Golf
ourse. 2 bedroom, 1 both, living room, kitche
ombination. Community well and septic system.
aved rood. $16,600.

F

$3. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
Laborer. $4 an hour
753-3058. 759-1675
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 153-8536.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wedding photography costs
too high? Give us a call!
Pardue Photography, 7539487.

Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed Call
Of write Morgan Construc
tton Co.. Route 2, Box
409A Paducah, KY 42001
or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
753-9131, 753-2981, or,
come by 641 Shell Statibri".
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
Will sharpeg hand saws and
skill saws 753-4656

56. Free Column
sport car mid hems
torso repair.
WORLD Of SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-SII6S

Free puppies
4945

57. Wanted
Wanted to buy Good
quality clothing girls size 4
Toddler Call 753-2966.

SUMMER CABIN IN IDEAL AREA
List No. 418. One fourth mile from Kentucky Lake
and Kenlake Golf course. Cabin is frame. Paneled
inside, living room, bedroom combination. Kitchenette, both, community water and septic
system. Wooded lot near 94E $13,300.

LOG CABIN
No. 420. Original log cabin moved from Land Between the Lakes. 2 bedr&10, 1 bath, living room
and kitchen, utility. Cedar wood interior and
paneling, beige carpet, new, wood heater, window
unit air conditioner. Located in central part of
Murray close to all shopping. $19,800.

COUNTRY, YET CONVENIENT
No. 403 - 41
/
2 acres M/L. Farmette is 3 miles
from town and rambler style house is set bock from
rood, two bedroom, bath, carpeting, insulation,
fireplace and electric heat for comfort. Countryside views. Range, refig., wood stove included.
Creek, new well and pump, two outbuildings
15x15, 20x40. $29,500. Hurry, it won't last long
at this price.

MAKE THIS HOUSE YOUR NOME
1
4 acre M/L Lakefront on blacktop road.
No. 390 /
Offers 2 bedroom, 11/2 bath, 16 ft. kitchen with
mow& refig., 16 ft. living room, famOy room.
Elec. and wood heat, wall unit air conditioner,
comm. water, TV tower, washer and dryer are included in the price, also storage bldg. Just
$38,500 and you own.

EXCELLENT LAKEFRONT NOME
No. 351. On 3 lakefront lots, includes nice boat
house, boat dock with ramp, on blacktop rood. Two
story home sports'2 bedrooms, 2 baths, carpefing,
full basement, elec. heat, good insulation, comm.
water, TV tower, glassed and screened porches,
,12x20 family room, detached garage, fantastic
only $89,900.

NOME ON THE LAKE
No. 357 - 1/2 acre Mil fronts lake for 107 ft.
brick rancher offers 3 bedrooms, both, kitche
with range, tile and carpet, heat pump for worm
and cool air, insulation to TVA, well water,
fireplace, double carPort, 10x12 tool shed. Goo
location, excellent view and a nice home all f
$51,000. Call for on appointment to see it today.

CUTE FARMETTE
No. 416 - Acre RI on blacktop road, only 3
miles to small town, land is level and nicely landscaped with new well and septic tank. Home has
been redone inside and out also has a new elec.
water heater. Home offers two bedrooms, bath,
10x12 kitchen, 14x14 living room, insulation to
VA, gas heat, range, refrig., and dishwasher
stays also TV antenna home is in excellent conition inside and out. Two more acres con be
bought extra. Come see, Come buy for only
1

The Leaders sine 1900
I serving the Miens
Meyer and sellers

FINISH TI15 YOURSELF
No. 374 - Acre. Two-sttkry house is enclosed except for some windows, hes been divided info 3
-oains-,
bath's: 16x-20 living room Wiih bay,
.80188-friage,
comm. wok excellent views, short drive to lake. 7
miles to tow, S13,900. Owner' tern with
t
down.

LAKE VIEW N'
No. 382, 11i4tel home is high on a hill overlooking.
lake, 95x250 lot. Boat ramp and fishing dock
rights included. Central elec. heat and air, cozy
tve bedruom, den or family
room, 2 baths, living.room,"kitcriiniaiiiptteltit

No. 370. 80x105 lot is on paved Mod, home has
48 room making W22147VVii, it tt.

ice maker, dishwasher. Attached garage with door
hes jest. been
_proyis
openerL
reduced. $42,900.

hat and air. Total 3 bedrooms, bath, ger* cold
camp 'house 2Sx4O. le the new ewners for
S24,500.

db.

11/000111 COT IN PAIMEAMA

Call 437

FARMS HOMES - BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
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Falwell Asks Christians
To Support Bombing

Deaths and Funerals
Earl (Bill) Neale
Mrs. Barnhart Dies Mrs. Lester Dies
At Age Of 88; Was Today At Hospital; Dies Sunday With
Rites On Tuesday Funeral Tuesday
Sister, Mr. Cain
Mrs. Pearl C. Barnhart,
sister of C. E. Cain of Almo,
died Sunday at the Benton
Count; General Hospital,
Camden,Tenn.
She was 88 years of age
and the widow of W. G. Barnhart.
Mrs. Barnhart is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Theo
Russell, Camden, Tenn.;
four brothers — Harold,
Wesley, and Louie Cain, all
of Camden, Tenn., and C. E.
Cain of Almo.
The funeral will be held today at 4 p.m. at the chapel of
the Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Horne, Camden, Tenn, with
burial to follow in the
Cowells Chapel Cemetery

Mrs. Richard B. (Frances
Elizabeth) Lester, sister-inlaw of Mrs. Jo Crass of Murray, died this Morning at the
Jenny Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
She was 50 years of age
and a resident of Princeton
Route 3. Mrs. Lester was a
member of the Eddy Creek
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Lester is survived by
her husband, Richard B.
Lester; three sons —
Charles, Byron, and Andrew
Lester, all of Caldwell tounty; her father, B. C. Dorroh,
Eddyville; two sisters, Mrs.
Barbara Heiberg.. ..Huntington Beach, Cal., -and
Mrs. Bill White, Eddyville;
two brothers, Elwood Dorroh, Princeton, and Billy Joe
Dorroh, Eddyville; one
grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Morgan
Funeral Home, Princeton,
with the Rev. Gary Childress
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Eddy Creek Cemetery
in Caldwell County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today Monday I.

Earl (Bill) Neale of Alm
Route 1 died Sunday at 8
p.m. at his home. He was 67
years of age.
Mr. Neale was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. He was
born Sept. 26, 1913, . in
Calloway County.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Roxie Bedwell Neale
to whom he was married on
Jan. 24, 1935; one daughter,
Mrs. R. G. (Hilda) Henson,
and one son, William Earl
Neale, both of Almo Route 1;
six grandchildren — Robert,
Gary, Bary Neale, and Jana
Lynn Henson, and Handy
Joe and Jason Ray Neale.
there.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. _Ricky Cunningham
and the Rev. Lonnie Knight
officiating.,Masic will be by
Coy Leon Hale of 817 North
the Youth Group of the
19th Street; Murray, died
Owen's Chapel Baptist
Sunday at 10:20 a.m. at the
Church with Faye Willie as
Murray-Calloway County
pianist.
Hospital. He was 65 years of
Burial will follow in the
age.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Hale was a retired
The family requests that
employee of the Murray
expressions of sympathy
Division of the Tappan Comtake the form of contribupany, a veteran, of World
tions to the Calloway County
-War II and a member of the
Heart Fund.
Grace Baptist Church.
Friends may call at the
Born Nov. 17, 1915, in
funeral home after 6 p.m. toThe
Tennessee
Oppor'Calloway County, he was-the
day ( Monday).
son of the late Miley. Hale hunties .Program, with its
'regional
office
in
Mayfield,
and Flois Ellis Hale. One
sister Mrs. Mary Swift, died is serving seasonal and
migrant- farm workers in
Apri16, 1973.
Mr. Hale is survived by his Calloway County.
To contract the Calloway
wife, Mrs. Virginia Edwards
Hale, to whom he was mar- County field representative
By ROBERT MACY
ried on July 11, 1941; two concerning more informaAssociated Press Writer
daughters,_ Mrs. Ronald tion, call the satellite office
KANSAS CITY, MO. (AP)
IGenny I Hargis, Murray located Art -the Callo-Way
County
Courthouse
at
753—
This time last summer,
Route,5, and Mrs. Randy
the sun began a merciless
Zetta Young, Dexter Route 0799.
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Coy Leon Hale Is
Dead At Age Of 65
Services Tuesday

Program.To Aid
Farm Workers

-vrei
MEDIA HONORED — The Murray Civitan Club held
media appreciation night Thursday, July 2. Recognized
were(from left) Matt Sanders, Murray Ledger & Times;
Krit Stubblefield, WNBS; and Greg Delaney, WSJP. It
also was announced that Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Dunn
will represent the Murray club at the international
Civitan convention July 8-12.

Pope John Paul Tapes
First Blessing Since
Assassination Attempt
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
With doctors reporting his
health has greatly improved,
Pope John Paul II taped his
first public blessing for
pilgrims at the Vatican since
he was shot in May.
"I pray for you, for each
one of you, and for myself,"
the pontiff said in an eightminute message and 30second Latin blessing to
about 8,000 people gathere4
at St. Peter's Square Sunday.

The message was taped in
his hospital room, where
John Paul, 61, is recovering
from a virus. Doctors said
the pope probably caught the
illness — the symptoms of
resemble
which
mononucleosis — from the
massive blood transfusions
he received after being shot.
John Paul must undergo
another operation to reverse
the intestinal bypass in a colostomy doctors performed in
emergency surgery.

Last Year's Searing Summer
Probably Won't Repeat

Stock Market

95 Years Of Service

Hog Market

J.H. Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

Federal-State Market News Service
July 6,1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations •
Receipts , Act. 677 Est, 700 Barrows di
Gilts .50 higher Sows 1.00-2.00 higher
2.50 steady
US 1-2 210-240 lbs. ..
$51 75-52.00
US 2 210-250 lbs.....
851,25-51 75
US 2-3240-260 lbs.
$50 25-51 25
US 2-4250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2770-300 lbs.
.. 542.00-43.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
543.00-44.80
US 1-3 450-500106
144.00-48.00
US 1-3560-600 lbs
$48.00-49.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
542.00-43.00
Boars 37 00-39.00

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Team Wallioc-Ilwaor

133.2411

Dr. John Ingram
Foot Specialist
announces the association

of

Dr. Jess Olson
, Podiatrist
physici9n and Surgeon practice I
limited to toot and ankle diseases.

4 —

For the fulltime practice 1
. --Of iiediaitie Fireldi6rie
4-4-11r.

Office Hours:

Bel.Air Center
Mato*,Ky.

9-5 Mon.-Fri.
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hot, dry summer or not,
we're going to have a much
more comfortable summer
than last year," he explained.
Beside the drought, the
culprit last year was a highpressure system over the
Southeast that remained
stagnant, blocking the flow
of moisture from the Guff of
Mexico to the Great Plains.
So far, there's no such
system in the picture this
year, although one could
develop, said Ed Ferguson,
deputy director of the Na-

tional Severe Storms
Forecast Center.
-We're in for a hot" July
and August, Ferguson said.
"But I would be surprised if
we had, a repeat of last
year."
Independence Day 1980
marked the start of a 17-day
run of 100-plus readings in
Kansas City.
Before the muggy rains
and 80- and 90-degree
readings arrived in August,
100 people had died in Texas,
134 in Kansas and about 550
in Missouri.

By LARRY NEUMELSTER
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP) —
Responding to the urging of
Israeli Prime Minister
Menaehem Begin, Moral
Majority President Rev.
Jerry Falwell has called
upon Christians to support
the Jewish state's bombing
of an Iraqi nuclear reactor.
Falwell described Sunday
a pre-dawn telephone conversation he had with Begin
a few days after the bombing
in which the prime minister
said he decided to go ahead
with the raid to "save our little children from annihilation."
Speaking to a crowd of
4,000 at Landmark Baptist
Temple, Falwell said Begin
told him he was worried that
U.S. religious leaders would
misunderstand the June 7
bombing, which destroyed a
French-built reactor that
Iraq was about to activate
near Baghdad.
"We must stay behind
them,and we must say often
and everywhere God deals
with nations in relation to
how nations deal with
Israel," Falwell told the
gathering.
At a rally in Petah Tiqva
June 10, Begin said that he
spoke "to a Christian leader'
by telephone, a man who
represents 20 million Christians in Amenca,"4but did
not identify the American.
His spokesman, Uri Porat,
confirmed Sunday that
Begin did speak to Falwell
by phone shortly after the attack, but could not confirm
the content of the conversation.
Falwell said, "America
has always provided refuge
for the Jews, until a couple of
years ago when Andy Young
ditided to•- meet with the
PLO and
his successor...voted wrong by accident. And suddenly we're
joining in a condemnation of
Israel. We ought to be congratulating them for doing
what we have't had the
backbone to do in Cuba."
Begin, whose conservative
Likud coalition won a oneseat lead over the opposition
Labor party in the recent
Israeli Parliamentary elec-

lion, has said Israeli leaders
feared Iraq planned to
manufacture
nuclear
weapons with material from
the reactor.
Falwell quoted the Israeli
leader as saying he decided
to go ahead with the bombing a few weeks before the
event, when a 7-year-old
child hugged his leg on a
street.
"I stopped," Falwell
quoted the Israeli leader as
saying,"and put my hand on
that child's head. I looked
down upon that child and
thought, oh God, when that
child is 10 years old, that
child will either be poisoned
by radiation or destroyed."
Falwell said Begin told
him, "I made my decision

James Brady
Attends Party
At White House
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan's press
secretary, James Brady,
returned to the White House
this weekend, but only for a
brief appearance' at an Independence Day party.
Brady, recuperating from
a gunshot wound to the brain
during the attempt on
Fteagan's life in late March,
was back in George
Washington
University
Hospital Sunday.
In addition to his trip to the
presidential mansion on
Saturday, he went to a nearby hotel to watch a Fourth of
July fireworks display. "
'AtThe White House, Brady
appeared on the Truman
balcony in a wheelchair for
about five minutes, accompanyied by his wife, Sarah.

Ii

ecuted 13 more people over
the weekend, bringing to 102
the number reported put to
death since the fundamentalist Islamic clerics controlling the government
engineered the dismissal of
President Abolhassan BarnSadr on June 22.
The 13 included two men
and two women accused of
-armed uprising against the
Islamic Republic," six people accused of heroin smuggling and two Mujahedeen
Khalq members charged
with "beating Moslem people" and using deadly
weapons, official media
reported.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — USDA --.
Cattle 1400; slaughter steers steady.
heifers steady; calves and bulls
steady; slaughter calves, vealers and
feeders poorly tested;
Slaughter steers Choice 2-4 1000-1290
lb 67.70; mixed good and'choice 2-3 8751325 lb 64.00-67.25; mixed good and
choice 2-31210-1260 lb 55.00-59.30; good
2-3 945.1100 lb 56.0044.00;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 875-1090
lb 63 10.65.80; 4-5 960 lb 60,00; mixed
good and choice 24 875.1000 lb 60.00.
63.00; 2-3 680-1050 lb 50.00-60.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5
41.00-43.50; utility 1-3 42.00-45.00; high
dressing 46.00, cutter 1-239.00-43.00;
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1000-1480 lb 51.0055.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
230-250 lb vealers 59.00.67.00; choice
310-350 lb calves 60.00.61.50; feeder
steers 200-300 lb 65.00-72.00; 300-475 lb
60.00-65.00; 835-1010 lb 59.10-61.25; 30058) lb 55.00-60.00; holsteins 350-610 lb
50.00-53_00; 750-785 lb 43.75-50.50. 1-2
bulls 415-530 lb 52.00-56.50; 640-700 lb
48 00-52 00; heifers 210-255 lb 66.0067.00; 300.380 lb 58.00-60.50; 300-620 lb
47.00-54.00.
Hugs 1100, barrows and gilts 50-1.00
higher; 1-2 205.250 lb 52.90.53.10; 215240 lb 52.50-52.90; 240-280 lb 51.95-52.50;
2-3 220-270 lb 51.00-51.95; 270-290 lb
5070-51.00, 350 lb 48.70; 480 lb 46.90;
sows 1.00-1.50 higher; 1-2 300-350 lb
4500.46.00, 350-400 lb 46.00-47.00: 400450 lb 47.00-48.00: 450-500 lb 48.00-49.00;
500-588 lb 49.00-50.00; 615-720 lb 48.00.
48.50; boars over 300 lb 41.25-42.25;
Sheep; untested.

Corrections& Annilcations

Due to an error in communication, theGodfather's
Pizza story on Saturday's bushman page incorrectly
theprice of a bucket for iiettiirioks
The actual.sirice lalL0S-The_ s.tafLapikgficantsay'
Igo
inconvenience.
The Murray ledger & limps tries to coma pomp*
IPWCIII
fad of clarify any misleading infonnalislo app•arkitlit wawa Nikko.
That is the putpose of this colon's'. To owls ow twee or Need by
clarification please call 751-11111.
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DOWNTOWN
STOREFRONT
FOR RENT
Ideal location for
small retail business
or business office.
For information,
contact Watt Apperson, Gene McCutcheon or Ted
Delaney at The Murray
Ledger & Times, 103
N. 4th St.
* ** * * *

Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Neste's, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Orr skoppieg areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lets
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
H
I'll be listening for your
v'eicome wagon
ge King 492-8348
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Two Gunmen Assassinate
Gilain's Governor General
By NICOLAS B. TATE°
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (API
— Two gunmen on motorcycles assassinated the
governor general of Iran's
Caspian Sea province of
Gilan today as he drove to
his office in the city of Resht,
Iran's official news agency
Pars reported.
The governor, identified
only as Engineer Ansari,
was pronounced dead at a
hospital shortly after the
shooting, Pars said. His
undersecretary for development affairs, Engineer
Nurani, was badly wounded,
the report said.
Witnesses said the
assassins fired Uzi submachine guns into the governor's car.
There was no indication of
the killers' identity. But
motorcycle assassination is
a specialty of Forghan, an
underground Moslem group
opposed to political activity
by the Islamic clergy, which
dominates the revolutionary
regime.
Iran's official media also
reported another gun battle
between the leftists and the
revolutionary guards and
more executions.
Pars said three guerrillas
of the Mujahedeen Khalq
were killed and one revolutionary guardsman was
wounded in a six-hour battle
Sunday when the guards
stormed a leftist hideout in
Tehran in which eight guerrillas were holed up. It said
two guerrillas were captured
lnd three escaped.
The news agency reported
firing squads in six cities ex-

there on the sidewalk. We're
going to hit it."
Falwell said Begin added,
"Dr. Jerry, I wish you'd
communicate that to the
American people, to the
Christian public. We're not
warmongers. We're trying to
save our little children from
annilation."
Falwell said Begin told
him Israeli intelligence had
determined that Iraq planned to bomb Tel Aviv, Haifa
and Jerusalem within the
next three years.
Falwell said his son
received a call from Begin
two days after the raid and
passed a message to Falwell
who was away from his Lynchburg, Va., home.
"He said the prime
minister of Israel was sitting
by the phone in Israel. I dialed. He picked it up on the
first ring."
Falwell said it was 3 a.m.
Israeli time, and said it
sounded at times as if Begin
were speaking "amidst
tears."
Falwell said he told the
Israeli leader, -Mr. Prime
Minister, I want to congratulate you for a mission
that made us very proud that
we manufacture those F16s."

A third Mujahedeen Khalk
was shot and killed while
fleeing from revolutionary
guards, Tehran Radio said.
Pars said Bani-Sadr, who
has not been seen publicly
since June 12, was promoting revolt from a
hideaway in northwest Iran
near the Turkish border,
where Kurdish tribesmen
have been fighting for
autonomy ever since Khomeini's revolution against
the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi in February
1979.
Observers in Tehran said
1,200 reVolutionary guards
were searching villages in
the area
The observers said usually
reliable Kurdish sources in
the northwest reported the
clandestine Kurdish radio
broadcast a message by
Bani-Sadr July 2 urging
Iran's 36 million people to
-resist tyranny."

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1977 Chevrolet EICamino
SS, burnt orange, beige vinyl top, bucket seats, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt wheel, cruise control, AM/FM
tope, rally wheels. 57,xxx miles.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet inc.
641 South, Murray

753-2617

STOREWIDE
SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO 70%
Jeans
Betts
All Sport Shirts
All Dress Shirts
Western Hats
Ties
Boots

25 8. 5000 Off

Tenmswear
25 8. 50°0 Off Swimwear.
40°. Off Dress Suits
40°0 Off Dress Pants
Shoes
7 Price
40°. Off Sportcoats
25°. Off Feather Bands

40°. Of
40°. Of
40 to 70°0 Of
413 to 60°c Of
1 2 Pric
30 to 50% Off I
1 2

Price
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